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ABSTRACT

Th~ present study was primarily undertaken to investigate
the feedback behaviour of Grade Sleven English teachers.
It "aa specifically made to find out how much of the c1ass-
time is spent on the provision of feedback, what types of
feedback Grade Eleven English teachers use and to see ~
there exists a regular pattern in the reactions. of teachers.
Eight experienced English teachers were .elected fro& the
twenty-four government highschools in Addis Ababa. A system
of analysis which identifies forty-three elements of 10si tive"
Negative and Miscellaneous Feedback was developed.

The study has shown that teachers on average spend
Z9.2% of the class_time on the provision of feedback. The
research has also identified 539 occurrences of Positive
Feedback and 336 of Negative Feedback. The most frequently
used types of Positive Feedback were Slmp1e Praise Confu.ation
and Positive Repetition. However, teachers showed much
agreement between themselves in the use of Positive
Explanation and Several Answers Solicitation without Clues.
Among the various types of Negative Feedback teachers ~os~
frequently used Interruption, Simple Reproof Denial and Loop;
and they showed much agreement in the vae of Bepetlt1Dn with
no chen.ge.

The success ratio computed for some of the eost frequently
used types of Negative Feedback showed that the use of
categories like Question 3, Clues, prompt and explanation
bears success in eliciting correct responses.

Based on the findings of the study it is emphaticall.y
recommended that teachers need to reflect on their behaviour

.in order to promote imptri)Vementon their current practices.



CHAPTER ONE

THE FROBLEM, PURPOSE, SIGNIFICANCE AND ORGANIZATION
. '. ."

OF THE STUDY

1.1. statement of the Proble&-
The provision of feedback is one among the different

kinds of verbal or non-verbal behaviours that teachers
display in classrooms. This behaviour is considered as
one of the means through which a student can acquire
information concerning the effectiveness of his behaviour
and galn so&e measure of control over his behaviour (Zahorik,
1970a:410).

As has been found out by researchers, a significant
amount of the class-time is taken up by evalua tlng students'
utterances. Flanders (1970:102) reports that on average
an American teacher spends 4~ of his talk by reacting to
the idea and feelings of students.Eellack (1966) also asserts
that the reacting move constitutes 3~ of the .moves taken
by teachers.

Apart from these findings various pieces of research
have been carried out to investigate some aspects of the
nature of teacher feedback and its value (Zahorik 1970a,
1970b; Holley and King 1971; Fanaelow 1977; Cohen 1975;
Al1wright 1975 as cited in Allwright 1988; Chaudron 1979;
Fanselow 1990).
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studies done in Ethiopia, albeit limited, at different
levels also show that·a substantial proportion of the class-
time is spent on providing feedback. Abdulkadir All
(1983:44) has found out that teachers in Grade 9 in
Government Highschools of Addis Ababa devote 53.75% of
their talk for the provision of feedback. Yoseph's (1990)

~ -
finding indicates that 54.8% of the teacher talk (which
constitutes 71.8~ of the classroom language of the teacher)
in Junior Highschools of.Arei is spent on providing feedback
in the form of re-eliciting questions ~hich students are
not able to answer. In Tewolde's (1988) study it is again
shown that a substantial part of the class-time is alloted
for the provision of feedback.

Although, as has already been noted, the provision of
feedback takes a sizeable proportion of the class-time,
locally no research is done with the intention of bringing
to light the various facets of it and their pedagogical
implications (if any). Besides, the unavailability of
systematic investigations into this behaviour notwithstanding,
none of the studies conducted abroad has been replicated
in our setting and as a result it is not known what type
of feedback behaviour Ethiopian teachers exhibit in olass
and what implications the particular behaviour. therein
lIli.ghthave. This research is an attempt along this line
which endeavours to find out how feedback is manipulated
in government highschools of Addis Ababa.
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1.2. !~~se of the StU&

The purpose of the present investigation is:

(.) To find out how much of the class-time is spent
on the provision of feedback (verbal and non-
verbal alike);

(b)' To find out what types of feedback highsehool
English teachers (~pecificallJ Grade 11 English
teachers) use;

(c) To see if there exists a regular pattern in the
reactions of these teachers; and

(d) To see if some speculative sUICestions could be
generated which may help us modify current
practices in teaching, learning and teacher
training.

The procedures and rationale for this investigation
were basically derived from:

1. The study made by Zahorik (1970a), CAaudron (1917),
Fanselow (1977 and 1990), Alwright (1975) as cited in
Allwright (1988) and Van Lier (1988).

2. The body of research accumulated in the field of
educational psychology which indicates that the provision
of feedback has a bearing on the learning that occur. in
the classroom setting (Bosenfeld 1972; Baftini and Bosemier
1972; Davison 1972; Hammer 1972) and that it is a worthwhile
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instructional practice (Pickup and Anthony 1968 as cited
by Hammer 1972; Schunk 1982, 1983; Elawar and Corno 1985).

3. Suggestions made by scholars based on studiea
made and long years of experience in the educationsl arena
(Corder 1973 as cited by Chaudron 1977; Hendrickson 1978;
Norriah 1983; Dermot 1984; Birdsong and Kassen 1988;

.
Klassen 1991, etc.).

It has been and is still the contention of researchers
engaged. in the area of classroom observation that a study
01 teacher talk (which this study is part of will enable
teachers to "understand, control and change what they do ft.

. -As has been noted by Fanselow (1987:49) to prescribe change
without a clear idea of what we are doing and without
substituting an alternative that fille. the function that the
normal rule does is, in any experience, a limited strategy.
The importance of such a study is not limited to the teacher
as is discussed by Lier succinctly.

It must be 01 interest to all people
involved in education in anyway (whether
as: parents, learner., poli~T makers or
resear~ers) to know ~ore about what
goes in classrooms, not in order to
e~vesdrop, check or ~o~pare, but in
order to understand and perhaps to
pro.l1oteimprovement i1 i.IlJlrovementi8::
desirable. (1984:11)
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In addition, it is the belief of the researcher that
if the aim of the current study is achieved, it may mean
that a new dimension to what we already know about our
English classes (as found out by Abdulkadir Ali 1983;
Tafesse Geleta 1988; Tewolde G/Yohannes 1988; Yoseph
Mekonnen 1990) will be added, which should make our theories
in this area less speculative.

1.4. Definition of Feedback

By feedback here is meant teachers' remarks or
expressions (verbal/non-verbal) about the adequacy or

. .

inadequacy and the correctness or incorrectness 01 students'
statements solicited or initiated in the development of
subject-matter.

The following transcription 8y~bols as used by Gaskill
(1980), Schwartz (1980) and Sabrina Peck (1980) were adapted
for the current study.

xx - unintelligible/indistinguishable utterance

(X2) - Indicates that preceding utterance was repeated
twice.

[ J - Overlap 1.e., two speakers or more speakin&
aUlul taneously. The second ~acket shows w.here
the overlapped epeecA ende.
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1.1 - Teacher's interruption
-S5 ~tudents (sub-group or the whole class)

? rising, question intonation
: Elongated sound

The current research is designed along the line ot

investigating the nature of feedback provision in the
government highschools of Addis Ababa. A review of the
available literature on feedback is offered in Chapter Two.
To accomplish the aims already set, the research procedgr8
outlined in the third and fourth chapter includes:

(a) Collection of data based on recordings and
transcriptions. of classroom discourse;

(b) Development of a s7stem of analysis dealing with
the various kinds of feedback conveyed by teachers; and

(c) Statistical analysis and dis~ussion of the results.
The conclusions arrived at and the recommendations forwarded
are provided in the fifth and final chapter of the theaia.



CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF BELATED LITERATURE

The issue 01 1eedback provision has largely been
diseussed by researchers in the 1ield 01 Educational
Psychology, by conversational analysts and by those interested
in the classroom talk of teachers. Feedback provision could

.
well be thought of interms of two broad categories which
are dubbed by many as Positive feedback (kinds of feedback

-that confirm the accuracy of previous cOlfllllunication)and,
-negative feedback (kinds of feedback which show rejection

or which demand readjustment of previous communication).
Al though there is a growing body 01 IIterature on the subject,
negative f~edback has received the most research attention.
This is reflected in this chapter by the correspondingly
large number of pages allotted for discussing this kind of
l5eedbaak.

2.1. ~he 'WAlt of Feedback Provision

In natural conversational settings people are most often
concerned with getting their ~ess8ge across. The essential
~ar~ of this process includes the provision of feedback
which plays an important role in maintaining the conversation.
This is indicated by the following sim~le figure. (Dermot
1984:147)
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Figure 1.

Similar, taough not identical, needs and procedures
reside in the classroom. Feedback pr~vision in the classroom
has iargely been attached to the provision of information as
to whether students are 'right· or 'wrong' - "a general

-term used to describe informative character of the consequenoes
of a learner's response" (Blair et al 1968:162) •

..!-

Many educators and researchers believe. that the ways
in which the utterances of students are accepted, reforau1ated
or rejected have a bearin& on learning.

Lindgren and Suter (1965:379) say, "The principle that
- ~ .learning is aided by feedback is well established". ZahorlCk

(1970a:106) argues that teacher verbal feedback can have
a considerablP effect on the student's learning and system
control. According to him, from a t'acher's verbal feedback
8 pupil can acquire information about the effectiveness of
his behavioral output, adjust and change his future output,
and gain some measure of control over his behavior (Loc.Cit.)
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Vigil and Oller (1976) and SeUnter and Lalnendella
,.(1979), upholding the notion that feedback is "the prima~y

~
factor controlling the development of learner grammar (or
interlanguage), 'assert th.t it could be predicted that

-learner's grammatical ~ystem will continue to develop as
long as corrective feedback (which is not excessive) is
there to encourage the learner to go on modifying attempts
to express himself in the target language. Conversely, if
the correctiv~ feedback plummets below some minimal level
or disBppears altogether, the grammar or the rules no longer
attended, will tend to fossilize.

Capitalizing on the functions of feedback Blair et a1--(1968:182) assert .that,

Feedback has the dual function of providing
motivation and a chance for reinforcement
to work, and ot giving information that will
correct error. Evary reaction of a teaeker
in response to a student's actly,tty is a kind
of feedback that has potential for both these
funetlons~

As reported by Cliftord (1981:391) an extensive review
of literature on the effects of feedback or performance led
Ammons (1956) to make the following observations:

1. Peedback generally increases motivation,

2. Pee4back usually improves subsequent performanee+

3. Generally, the more _specific the knowledge ot
per~or~ance,-~e ~ore rapidlf

jperfor&ance improves. However, excessively detailed
feedback on early trail. of complex tasks ma7 prove
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to be confusing and deter1lnental.

4. Feedback given punctually is usually more effective
.

than that given long after the task has been
completed.

5. Noticeable decreases in feedback often result in
a marked decline in performance.

6. When knowledge or results are not provided,
individuals tend to develop substitutes. For
example, they lIlaywatch peers and decide ~hether
their performance ia better or worse.

Although many accept the need for the provision of
feedback there are some who argue against the practiee-
speciallY against the practice of providing negative feed-
back to learners.

Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:34) claim that correation
is not a very reliable tool in helping students overco&e
errors for it could be t immensely tl'aatratingt. Krashen and

. . .
Terrell (1983:177) and Krashen (1982:74) also assert that

. .
error correction (i.e. correction of form as against content)
has the wJlediate effect of putting the student on the
defensive. It is thought to encourage a strategy in "hich
the student will try to avoid mistakes, avoid constructiins,
focus less on &eaning and more on form. The claim of these
scholars is firmly based on the belief that "hile acquiSition
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of language is a sub-conscious process, error correction and
grammatical explanations are notrGbrbet (1974) as cited
by Cohen (1975:418) shares. a sailer view:

It is not uncommon for students to adjust
or even to abandon what they want to say
in an effort to s~ it correctly, or to the
teacher's .nt1afaction. The end product
m~ be correct in the grammatical sense, but
it is inade~uate from the view point of
cOlWllunication.

Krashen (1982) even demands that error correction be
eliminated entirely in communicative-type activities.

True, one could naturally have the aforementioned
anxieties. However, it could convincingly be argued that
it is not on the nature of correction itse1! (or in what the

-teacher does) but usually in the ways in which he corrects
(or in how he provides feedback) that the blame, .
largely rest. This claim could be justified by works related
with the provision ot positive & negative feedback and
studies made to investigate if students prefered feedba~
than no feedbauk at all.

In addition to what Vigil & Oller (1976), Selinker
and Lamendella (1979) said (as discussed previously),

. -Zydatiss (1974:234) asserts that fta pedagogicallY orientated
~

description of the learner's language must consider notions
like "reconstruction" of deviation."

As again argued by Rod Ellis (1984), Dermot (1984) and
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Theo Van Els ~ 'sl (1984), it is impossible to avoid
correction altogeth~r even during cOmAlgnicative activities.
As well put by Dermot (Op.Cit) there are times when learners
make an error of fluency- whe~ they are not handling turn-
taking appropriately, hen 'they are not giving the speaker
feedback which is evident if learners in a group do not
tumerstand the speaker, and fail to say so. It becomes
essential then that the teacher might provide feedback to
errors of this kind.

Moreover, research works in the field of Educational
Psyehology have basically indicated that the provision of
feedback improves learnine or performance (Rosenfeld 1972;
Woolfolk 1982) and that the provision of feedback haa a more
positive result than progiding students with no: feedback
at all (Baffini and Bosemier 1972; Sassenrath and Gaverick
1965 as cited by Lindgren and Suter 1985; Page 1958 as cited
by :Blair et al 1968; Hammer 1972).

It has also been found out that from the learner's
perspective the provision of feedback is expected. As cited
by Hendrickson (1976) and Nunan (1989) the investigation
of Catchart and Olsen (1976) which surveyed 149 learner.
of English indicated a strong preference for error correction.

Aa reported by Numan)Wllling's- StudT (1988) of learning preferences
also showed that error correction is the second most hiehly
regerded classroom activity after practicing the sounds and
pronunciation of English. BeSides, Allan (1991:61) rep~t8
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that "many adult students feel that the teacher is not
.doing his or her job properly if correction is not provided".

Although students' expectations in themselves are not
evidence of feedback being 'necessary', they indicate that
the practice is highly demanded by students and without
it students feel that it would be difficult to proceed on
what they learn. Sinclakr and Coulthard also note this-
point:

Usually when we ask a ~uestion we don't knowthe answer; almost invariably the teacher
does know the answer and children can get
~ui te annoyed if he doesn'-t - after all that'shis job. This fact enables us to explain wbTfeedback is an essential element in an exchange
inside the_plassroom. Having given their reply
children ~~t to know whether it was the right
one. So important is.feedback that if it doesnot occur we feel confident that the teacher has
deliberately withheld it for some strategic
purpose. It is deviant to withold feedbackcontinually, and we have a tape of one lesson
where a teacher, new to a class, and trying to
suggest to them that there aren·t always right
answers, does withhold feedback.and eventuall1
reduces the children to silence - they cannot
see the point of his ~uestions. (1975:51)

Jac~uelyn Schachter (1985:168) even considers correction
as an obvious source of what she terms "negative input~

~ -- and ~__regards it as one of the neces aary and sufficient
characteristics of input such that if it is missing language
learning may not take place.
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2.2. The Provision of Feedback in Classrooms,- - _........

As noted earlier, the two main feedback tY~B that aie
identified by icholars and researchers are peeitive feedback
and negative feedback. In providing P6s~ive feedback, teachers
a'Cknowledge the 'correctness'. of students' utterances in
vario4S ways. When teachers also use negative feedback
they provide information to the learner which may indicate
that lis utterance waa in some way unacceptable or deviant
to the teacher, i.e. that it was not understandable, was
not grammatically correct, was not situationally appropriate,
etc. These two classes of feedback which we commonly find
ia classrooms are discussed below.

2.2.1. Positive Feedback__ 1

The basic assumption in the use of positive feedback
has been that it will encourage increased use of correct
behavior.

Ruth Clark (1975:295) citing !nett (1969), identifies
the two functions of this type of ~eedback. These functions
are that of providing reward to motivate action and that of
providing information as to the adequacy of an action.
Behavioral psychologists have liven much attention to the
motivating function. Although a great deal of information
*n this function is available in what are ter~ed as ~perant
conditioning' and 'eotiguity learning'(learning theoriea
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in the field of educational psychology) it is suggested
that "learning does not always need to be motivated by

-~ternally applied rewards •••• It certainly does depend
on the feedback of information about the correctness of
response" (ClarJc:Op:'Cit.: 296) The latter function is the
most common function we may find in the classroom.

As found out by Bosenfeld (1972) studies of the applioation
0"

of reinforcement techniquea indicated that the addition of
reinforcements to a regular classroom curriculwn resulted
in improved performance for many students. However, when
compared with the use of negative feedback, it has been found
out tha t "an incr eas ed:.awar eness of mi stakes pr ov ides mar e
motivation to improve performance than an inceeased awareness
of successes. (Cliffordi 19B4.)

According to the propoaents of reinforcement learning
theory Positive reinforce&ent of correct responses is
necessary for effective language behaviour. Buth Clark
(1975:292) summarizes the basic assumption in this theory
as follows:

•

If a child responds correctly to a spoken
stimulus he will be reinforced, if he
reaponds incorrectly he will not be
reinforced. In this way adult utterances
will become discriminating stimuli for the
production of responses. The child will
begin to give evidence of understanding the
ao~d he hears, as well as being able to
produce speech which is appropriate to the
situation.
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According to this theo~y, ehil~en learn language
because their parents and other people in their environment
reinforce it. (~lein 1987:347) The tenets of the theory

- -believe that apart from what are termed as primary reinforcers
(basic biological rewards such as food or the cessation
of pain), Secondary reinforcers, or verbal stimuli (For
Lns tance. , words and p.b.rases,such as 'good', 'wel*~ne'
and 'that's right') can be used by parents to aatablish

,

new habits. (Clar~: Loc.Cit.).

Although the use of reinforcement has not totally been
disregarded, this theory has aainlT been crit~ized and
rejected for an over-emphasis on the role of reinforcement.
The psychollnguistic view of learning which was later, developed
by Noem Chomsky criticizes the reinforcement view on the
following grounds:

. '

1. The view that parents w111 only reward correct use
of language and ignore or penalize incorrect use goes
contrary to observations which show otherwise.

2. The fact that people can generate new but grammatically
accurate language is difficult to explain in terms of the
theory.

3. Social reinforcement is not a critical deter&inant
of language acquisition. (Klein 1987:345-6).

Among the various waTS of providing positive feedback
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the eost common is the use of words like 'good','very good'
and 'ok'. This seems more so in natural conversational
settings. According to i'anselow (1987:270) "the rule to
say 'very good' or 'ok' after ~nother person performs is
learned very early. Apart from the frequent use of these
words what is evidenced in classrooms suggests. that the same
words could often simplY mean that the teacher is ready
for another pexson to perform - they could simply provide
tr~ition (1oc. Cit.)

A •

A great deal of research has been conducted on teacher-
tall: since the 1960s. This interest which might perhaps
reflect the importance of such talk in language teachinc
(Nunan 1989:25) has included the investigation of feedback
provision and more specifically of error correction as
teachers' methodological practice or pedagogic strate&7
(Malamah - Thomas 1987:69; Cohen 1975:414). ~cordinlly,
the literature here under speci! iC8l17 relates to negative
feedback which henceforth will be referred to as error
correction. The theories, research and practical suggestiona'
on the subject are reviewed.

2.2.2.1. The Gereis of ~ror Correctipn: An Overview

Tracing the historical change that has occured in the
field of error correction may bring us to the unavoidable
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conclusion that a change in the attitude of educators to
'errors' has necessitated 8 change in the approach to error
- .correction (Hendrickson 1978; Van Liar 1988.j and JohatUla
Klassen 1991).

In the grammar-translation days, errors were considered
as an indication of inadequately learnt rules, or knowledge
imperfectly assimilated. During the heyday of. the audio-

-lin€ual approach, i.e. in the 19508..·and 1960a, errors "ere
regarded as sins and it was strongly recommended that

bQ.-like sin, error is tOAavoided and its influence overoome"
, ~
(Nelson Brooks (1960) as cited by Hendrickson (1978:367».
Accordin€ to Hendrickson (Loc. Oi t~) many foreign language
educators never questioned the validity of this mechanistic
approach to error prevention and error correction as a result
of which the practice has continued to be used even in
present day classrooll18.•

With the ~eg1nning in the late 1960s. of "a trend away
~

from audiolingualism and toward making language teachlne
more hu.manistic and less mechanistic "there arose a realization

~
that errors were perhaps not, just ab~rrations, admissions
of auilt or inadequacies, or failures in the pedagogic system,
but might be evidence of the learners' creative efforta to
build a new linguistic structure, in similar ways to children
learning their first laneuage (Lier 1988:181). This new
area of investigation has been identified aa Error Analysis.
Following this new development several investigations were
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made to identify the types of learner errors w~ch ere most
or least indicative ot learning (or 'progress'), and the
ways in which errors are or should be selectively treated
by the classroom teacher. Describin8 the current trend
Klassen asseris that the field of error correction as an
interactive process has in recent years been receiving
inereasing attention from ~ researchers (Klassen 1991)

~.2.2.2. The Nature and Organization of Error Correction
in. ClassroolDS- . -

As pointed out by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) feedback
. -in classrooms is observed as an essential element in the

structure of elicit. The latter category includes all
exchanges designed to obtain verbal contributions fro.
students.

According to Chaudron (1977) the basic procedures
involved in error correction could be indicated in the
tOllow~tructure which he developed tor describin& corrective
reactions in.relation to learners' errors. The structure is
basically a synthesis of the descriptive system developed
by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), and of Allwright$,' (1975)
suggestions for the basic options open to the teac.her in
corrective reactions.
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Sinclair and Coulthard's
Moves and Acts

Discursive
Options

Opening Move
(Teacher) "elicitation" • ~(~E~I~i~c~i~t~a~t~1~·o~n~)~-------L

I,
I

•••Answering Move:
(Student) "reply" ./

,/
,/

K'
(Possibly .openi.nqmove cont.ad.n Lnc,

error)

Follow-up
treat J

Move:
(Teacher) "accept"

"evaluate"
"comment" (treatment)

I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
f
I
I
I
I
I
I
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As could be noticed from the above figure a simple
provision of negative feedback can involve three moves
after the student's error.

1. The teacher can react in an initial follow-up
Move which consists of some sort of treatment that optionally,
accepts, evaluates and/or comments on the error. !gnorilg
an error, or uex!ti!l&",may saul taneously occur.

2. Some opening move, or eliCitation, will be necessary
to get the student or transferred students, to respond again.

3. The student(s) will then reply again.

Correct replies may optionally be followed by two further
moves: (a) a teacher follow-Up Move offering approbation
(again accepting; evaluating~ and/or commenting, although
posi tively only), and then (b) an opening M~e intended
to verify the understanding of the correction. (This last
move is indicated b.YAllwright's "test for efficancy" or

. ~
"return to original error maker") (Chaudron 1977:33-5).

To use Sinclair and Coulthard's terms, the basic
series of Moves described above would constitute a correcting
Exchange; the cyclic series of which would make up a
Transaction (O~udron: Ope Cit.) Based on this layout
Ohaudron was able to develop a system of analysis for
corrective reactions, in the classroom. The above considerations
will also be heeded in identifying the various excJUanges.
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between sam.ple teachers and students in the current study
which involve the provision of feedback.

Fundamental Questions in ~ror Correction_ •• _ T _

Pieces of research conducted and theories forwarded
in the area of negative feedback or error treatm.ent address
one or more of the following five fundamental questions.
(a) Should learner errors be corrected ? (b) Which errors,
to correct? (c) When should learner: errors be corrected ?
(d) Who should correct?
be corrected ?

(e) How should learner errors

The answer to the first question may be obAained from
the discussion under 2.1 and needs no further comment here.

With regard to the second question, a taxonomy of the
linds of errore learners make has been given by many; and
~ongst the different kinds of errore many agrea that

Iglobal errors (i.e., errors that effect underSbnding of the
whole &essage) should receive the highest priority. Additional
criteria ha~e also been suggested for establishing priorities
of error correotion. It has been suggested that high
frequency errors (errors which occur freQ.~ntl,y); errors at
high level of generality (or errors which involYe general
or broad grammatical rules) rather than those dealing with
grammatioal exceptions; errora that have stigmatizing effect
on the hearer and errors that are relevant to pedagogio
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/

focus should foliow suit (Holley and King 1971; Cohen
1975; HendricksDn 1980: GOw~~ and Walte~s 1983; Norrish
1983; Clark 1987; Edge'~989; Klassen 1991) There appears

. . .

to be a consensus alllonglllan,ylanguage educa'boza that
correcting the fi1's.tthree types of errors could be essential
to second language learners.

J.t"'~r".' "II DAiL 2.+
The diagram on page 24 indicates a !lethod for working'

out an order of priority for the provision of negative
feedback to the kinds of e1'rors identified above. It was
developed by Norrish (1953:107) for describing the type~ of
errors related with globa~local and stigmatizing errors.

-It is modified by the researcher to accolllodate the other
types of errors identified.

Many scholars who dwell on the subject of 'when to
correct errors' agree that an over-emphasis on correction
would not benefit the individual learner. What is favoured
is what George (1972), as cited by Cohen (1975:414), says.
"the economics of intervention. It - the budgetl.Og of

,

correction to profit students most. Hendrickson (1978)
suggests th~t error correction be lilllitedto "manipulati»e
grammar practice" and that llloreerrora lllaybe tolerated

"during communicative practice. Relating his experience
Hyland (1990) also says. "I have found that error correction
only improves the proficiency of L2 learners if I correot
seleotively"_
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As might be imagined, educators also suggest that the
provision of feedback should not be expected to come only
from the teacher in charge. Expressin& this view succinctly
Hendri~son (197B) says, t'whiie few language educators would
deny the teacher an active role in correcting errors, it
has been suggested that he or she should not dominate the
correction procedures". Dermot (1984:149-50) argues that
learners will need to give feedback to each other, and to
talk to everyone in the group, rather than each behaving,
when their turn comes to speak, as if they were having a
private conversation with the teacher.

In a simila r demand, BirdsDng and Kassen (198B 11)
. . -

recommend that teachers and learners should joint~'venture
into the business of error treablent for such a procedure
could contribute to the lowering of individual and group
anxiety lev6ls in the foreign language classroom. Clark
(1987:218) asserts that such a procedure "motivates, improves

.the moni tori.n& capacity of students and allows them to
learn from each other". CatiAart and Olsen (1976) as cited
in Hendrickson (1978), Holley and King (1971)jand Zahorik
(1970a) have pointed out the usefulness of the learner(s)
awareness of and productive involvement in the C'orrecti,.e'
Exchange /Tranaaction: Chaudron (1977i44-5) asserts that
far from being a manipulative process with the teacher
directin& and reinforcing students' "autolllatic"responses,
the corrective discourse usuallY demands an active concentration
b1 the learner and aomet1me8 gro~ependent cooperation. It
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is also the belief of Chaudron (Op.Cit:45) that learners
. ,-

could be sensitized to "the types of-teacher corrective
reactions, to the function they fulfil, and to what each
type expects the& in return. Cheudron maintains that such
an approach could take much of the guesswork out of teaching
and learning.

How should learner errors be corrected? This is ane
amongst several critical question~ that could be raised
under error correction. lor some it may suggest the
existence a priori of wat~rtight pres~iptions as to how all- ,

teachers should correct their students' error8~ This: is,
however, an undesirable goal for "experience suggests that

-what works effectively for one teacher may not necessarily
be eQ.ually effective for another" (He~drickson 1980:217).
The available literature on error cozzecta.cn does not either
indicate that teachers should be left to behave haphazardly.
Based on current language learning theory, research,
observation and practical experience a logical direction
for error correction has been set. The main stages involved
in the process of error correction are given by Gower &
Walters (1983:143).

(a) Indicate that an error has been made

In SD loing teachers are advised not to disQourage
students for this could reduce students' desire to tryout
the 18ll€uage(Duley, Burt & Krashen 19a2j Krashen 198Z; Kras.b.en
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& Tetrell 19~3'Gorbet '(1974) as cited by Cohen 1975'./
- ,-:- ~ .

Carroll (1973h, as cited by HendrIckson -(1980:217), states
that willingness to use a f~reign language - and to make
errors - is one characteristic of a successful language
learner. The implication of this suggestion, accord~

e-_ to H,udrIcks:on, is that teachers should create a heal thie r.-
learning environ&ent in which students recognize that
making errors is a natural, indeed, a necessary phenomenon
in language learning.

It is also suggested that teachers should not interrupt
the student in mid-sentenoe. i.e., they should allow a
student to complete his statement, albeit incorrect, without
interruption (Holley and King 1971; Allwright 1975 as cited
by Allwright 198~jWalters & Govtler 1983; Norrish 19B3.;

o -Dermot 1954; Chenweth and others 1984).
"

(b) Show the student where the error is

Teachers are required to isolate for the students, the
part of the utterance that contains the error.

(c) Indicate what sort of error it is

%ft~ order to avoid confusion students need to know
whether the problem is grammatical (e.g. wrong tense),
syntactic (e.g. a Illissingwork) or phonological (e.g. a
wrongly-stressed word)
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.,(d) Get the student to try again and get it right.
If teachers fail to do so (e.g. by providing clues) it is
probably because the student doea not know how to. So they
are expected to get other student(s) to help out.

(c) If there is still a failure, the teacher must'
assume that either the student has not understool what he
is getting at or the student does not know what the correct
version should be. If it is an impor tent point and other
students do not know'it either, the teacher may have to
teach it from scratch.

f) Although the teacher may have made the correction
he can get the student to say the correct version, if
possible, in its original context.

It should be noted that these procedures are not
forwarded as prescriptions to be followed in the treatment

(,!.ve.r~
of~typp of error. They are rather considered as fundamental
practices which could serve as guidelines in the correction
of e21'Ors.

2.3. The Provision of Feedback in Natura~ Conversational
Sett~s and Impl1cati2DS for the Langu~e Classroom

Apart from research conducted in classrooms we find
studies made on the provision of feedback in natural
conversational settinas. The focus of these studies has,
however, been mainly on how people provide feedback when
communication breakdowns~ occur.
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Among the earliest works cited are Jefferson's (1972)
and Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks (1971). The latter
work is specially considered as a pioneer study, a product
which has made substantial contribution in the field of

o.Q.
conversation analysis: (Coulthard 1977).

"

With the belief that the phenomenon of repair (i.e •
.'

the treatment of trouble occuring in interactive la!l€usge
use) is systematic enough to be scientifically described,

,

the ttd1ee sociologists set out to esamine Junr~an organization
of repair oper~tea. in conversation addressed to recurrent
problelllSin speaking, hearing and understanding. Theil'
findin€s, among other things, indicated that in natural
conversational settings where native speakers converse
the organization of conversation favors the use of self-
cotrection over other-correction, and that there is also
a preference for self-initiated repair (a repair initiated
by the aame speaker of a trouble source) (SeheglOff, Jefferson
and Sacks 1977).

The work of Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks has served
as a launching pad for other studies that followed. Gaskill
(1980) in his article, "Correction in nature speaker-

-nonnative speaker conversation", tried to see how far the
-findings, of the three sociologists are tnue. In his own

words, 'Vore specifically I questioned whether given a
greater number of linguistic errors and possibly also
problems of understandlne there might be a large number of
corrections and also I wondered if the corrections might
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be done differently" (1960:180).

Gaskill's findings concur with that of Scheg10ff,
Jefferson and Sacks. He found out the infrequent occurrence
of other-corrections; their being modulated in that they
indicated uncertainitYi their frequent appearance after
modulated other-corrections or understanding checks or
their occurrence in the context of disagreement when they
are modulated (Op. Cit.: 136).

Another study which Bupp1eaented on Gaskill's work
r-

was made by Chenoweth et a1 (1984). The latter, in studying-- - . ."corrective feedback in native-nonative discourse," have
~

made an attempt to investigate into how native speakers:
provide corrective feedback in response to non-nativa
spea~ers' errors. The results of the study indicated that
the type of feedback provided in such a setting could either
have a single interpretation (this is called on-record
corrective feedback) or it may turn out to be ambiguous or
open~o more than one interpretation (off-record corrective
feedback~; that native speakers could use both kinds of

feedback; and that the ambiguous nature of off-record feed-
back creates a situation in which this kind of feedback may
be interpreted either as a corrective feedback or as a
continuing contribution to the o!l8oing discourse. It can
also assume the form of either questions or statements;
if it is given as a question, it takes the form of a __ ·
confirmation check.
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Sch"~rtl(1980) in his study entitled t~he Negotiation
for Meaning: Repair in conversations between Second Language
Learners of English," describes the types of repair vlork

.
which occur in conversations between second language learners
and examines, in his own fashion, the use of exbr a-linguis tic'
features that accompany the repairs.

Schwartz reports that the negotiations in the convers~tions
between second language learners of English included both
verbal and extra-linguistic processes. He points out that,

(a) As is true of interaction among native speakers,
second language speakers in conversations give the speaker
of a trouble aource repeated chances to repair his own speech.

(b) The teaching nature of repair work was noticeable
in conversations between second language speakers and
Schwartz contends that 'Wecond language Learners can learn

- -more from one another than. they think they can."

(c) S.chwartz points out that even the mo.t elementary
students in his study were able to deal with trouble sources
and problema in understanding in their conversations by
negotiating with each other to come to an agreement of
meaning (Loe:.Cit.).

It has thus far been indicated that in either of
classroom or natural conversational settings the need for
the provision of feedback is there. Of course, in both
cases s~eaker6 have their own distinct ways of providin&
feedback.
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A handful of research products reviewed thus far and
other studies which are made to show how children learn
language have led many to suggest that teachers have a lot
to learn from the handling of feedback: in natural conversationa'l
settings. T~ue, there is a clear difference between the
two settings aance , as attested by Sinclair and Brazil
(1977:3), "the social setting is different, and the jobs
to be done are different". However, '~o say classroom
talk has its own specific character doesn't mean that it
cannot make use of the kinds of feedback in conversational
sett1ngs~~ermot 1964:t49). Accordingly, many agree on the
following suggestions.

1. Teachers need to make use of what many call "wait
time ". This is the time given to a speaker to correct his
own errors. As observed in natural conversational settings
s~eakers of a trouble-source are not usually interrupted
in JD.i.d,-'-stream.It is held that the delaying of correction
m.ay offer an added opportunity for self-correction. Many
educators favour this practice (Holley & King 1971;
Allwright 1988; !alters and Gowler 19S1; Norrish 1983;
Chenoweth & others 1984; Edge 1989; etc.) This may indicate
to us a preference, but not neeessarily a frequent occurence,
in both settings of what Sacks, Jefferson & Schegloff call
"self-correction."

2. The suggestion that comes out of the study made
in natural conversational settings and whic11 could perhabs
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be given hee~ by classroom teachers may be the one which
pertains to t~e provision of modulated correction. It is
most often suggested that discouraging students openly
might not have any relevance and could perhaps lead them
to what is usually known as 'defensive learning'. This,
as scholars suggest, could surely discourage the student
fl'oJJlfUl'ther attempts at co.aununication,(Gorbet (1974) as
cited by COhen "1975; Dulay, Burt and Kl'ashen 19S2:;K1'8shen

- , '

1982; Krashen and Terrell 1983; Hendrickson 1976; etc~).

3. Many scholars point out that people make slip~
and errors in their native language, so such el'rors and
slips are to be expected even more in using a foreign

).. ~ .
language and henee in cLas arooms ) Teachers are advised to
have error tolerance and to not reprimand students for making
errors (Dermot 1984; Hendrickson 1976; Cohen 1975; Norrish
1983jetc.) Teachers need to understand that it is more
important to communicate successfully 'in a foreign language
rather than to communicate perfectly in it (emphasis added)
(ftendrlckaon 1960).

4. As is common with speakers in natural conversational
settings/learners need to be taught and encouraged to give
feedback if they have no experience of doing so in the
language classroom (Cohen 1975; Hendrickson 1978; Demot 1984;
Birdsong an~ifassen 1966; Corder 1973 -8 cited by Chaudron
1977).



CHAPTER THREE

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

3.0. Introduction-
As has been previously noted, the purpose of this

investigation is to explore the kind and nature of teacher
feedback during the teaching-learning act. To achieve the
aim of the study the following guide-questions were set by
the researcher.

(a) What specific types of feedback prevail in Grade
11 English C~assroo.ms_?

(b) For what percent of the class!iime does the
provision of feedback account ?

(c) Are ~here any meanings or specific functions in
the kinds of feedback used by teachers ? Or could some
speculative suggestions be generated for teaching, learning
and teacher training ?

Selection of Schools-- -
Eight government comprehensive high schools in Addis

Ababa participated in the stud~ These schools were randOmly
selected out of the total number of 24 such schools.
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• . .
No. Name of the School

1. Kolfe COJJlprehens iv e Secondary School
2. Ethiopia TiltdelllNo. 1 " ",..
3. Shimelis Habte " "
4. Kefitegna 23 (S .o.s) •

5. Menelik II " "
6. Yekatit 12 I. tt;

7. Bole .ft. ••

8. Kokebe Tsibah If fI

-----

3.2. The Corpus

In each school a teacher was chosen randomly from a
list of English teachers through the use of a table of
random numbers. All teachers selected, agreed to allow the
researcher and the camera-lftaninto their classrooms.
Observations of teachers and students were made and noted
down by the researcher while the recording was continuing.

The study focused on an analysis of the feedback behaviour
..-of the 8 teachers who were not made .ware of the JJlainpurpose

ot the research. The teachers were given the impression
that their students were the observation-interest, the
camera-man being necessary to hrecord the kinds of contributions
atade.-
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Teachers were not told or given the types of lessons
they teach. They were left to stick to the syllabus.
From a preliminary investigation made, it was found out
that the 8 teachers had been teaching for an average of
16 years with a range from eight to twenty-five years.

3.3. !!ecording 0LLesso~

The nature of the study deemed it necessary that for
"catchingft teacher-student interaction there be a video-
camera and a tape recorder. The Video-tamera was primarily
needed to focus on non-verbal feedback.

The allotted class-time for a single period in
government high schoolS is forty minutes. Among the eight
teachers selected for the study two, one in Menelik
Comprehensive Secondary School and one in Ethiopia Tikdem,
were recorded for only 20-25 minutes of the class time.
In the former's case the period was reduced to the afore-
mentioned minutes because of a meeting that was to convene
on the day of the recording - a mere coincidence. The
teacher in Ethiopia Tikdem came to class 15 minutes late
although informed of the recording before. Since it was
the last period he could not compensate for the time lost.

~ The latter is a fairly typical occurence in our high schools.

There were also teachers who exceeded the normal class-
time taking 15-20 minutes additionally. On an average the
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eight teachers. used 40 minutes of the class time. Accordingly,
a recording of lesson. of .320 minutes has been made. This
has provided the working ground for the current study.

Formal teaching is most often considered to have a
coamon exchange. The structure of this exchange, according
to Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) comprises three moves

identified as I-R-P:In1tiation (teacher) - Response
(student) - Follow-up (teacher). Although a consideration
of the I - R structure served as a basis for classifying
and analys!ng the follow-up structure (as indicated in the
appendices) the main focus of the current study rested on
the Follow.-up structure.

Teachers could provide feedback to their students in
different circumstances. For esample, feedback could be
provided while the teacher is directing or checking (Op.Cit:
50 & 53). However, feedback in classrooms is basically
observed as an essential element in the structure of an
elicit.;':The latter catego~7 includes all exchaAges designed
to ~obtain verbal contributions from students. It WaS
.mainly in the context of t.h.1sstructure in "hich feedback
is compulsory that the· cujrent investigation focused.

One task of the research has been to develop a model
of description which would help achieve the purpose of the
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study. This task has at times been a frustrating one for
it was not possible to obtain a detailed system of analysis
which handles both positive and negative feedback. The only
aid in this regard was Zahorik's (19708) model. The
problem. is partly the result of most of the researchers in
the field being interested in negative feedback only. To
solve the problem, a descriptive system which combines. the
best of both Zahorik's (1970a) and Chaudron's model (1977)
was developed. !efore being used for this study the model
was tried on other available data (i.e. Yoseph 1990;
Tafesse 1988; Ablulkadir 1983; Tewolde (1988) and proved
workable. Zahorik's model was basically used for identifying
positive feedback and Chaudron's model was employed in
identifying negative feedback.

The current system identifies 14 elements of positive
feedback which will henceforth be known as class I categories
and 23 elements of treatments which denand adjustments of
students' 'incorrect' utterances (Class II categories).
Class III categories are dubbed as 'Miscellaneous Feedback'.

Since the categories identified by Zahorik and Chaudron
were not considered exhaustive and ~utually exclusive some
changes have been made. Some categories have been throughly
revised; some have been rejected; few have been added and
more clear deSignations are made. Various simplitied
models, albeit not &s main teferences, have served as enrich
the model.
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The non-verbal behavlours examined in the study were
facial pleasantness (e.g. smile) or grimace, affirmative
or negative head movement, and silence. The rationale for
st~ing these and no other verbal behaviors is the lack
of 8 detailed system which handles non-verbal behaviors.

PosItIve Feedback. ---
As noted earlier the classification for positive feea~

back has been made based on Zahorikts (1970a) model which
better handles positive feedback than negative feedback.

Zahorikts model has two broad classifications: direct
feedback and indirect feedback. Direct feedback is defined

-as "Oral remarks that have a major purpose of conveyirig
information to the pupil about the value of his behavior"
and indirect feedback: is defined as "oral Q.uestions and
statements that have a primary purpose other than providin&
feedback, but Q.uestions and statements from which the child
can inter the value of his behavior" (Zallorik:1970a) As a:
result of this classification both positive and negative
feedback could be found under either of the two broad
classifications. For the purpose of this study this
classification has been avoided.

Out of the total 26 categories in Zanorikts model 13
categories handle positive response. All of these categories
have been .maintained with some slight modifications. Five
sub-classes 81'e identified. The f~st sub-class ic ter.tned
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as 'Direct Acceptance' since all of the categories that
come under it show a student that his answer is directly
acknowledged. A new category (Non-verbal Acceptance) is
added to this sub-class. Since Zahorik's model was developed
to llandle verbal treatments only it did not incorporate
this feature. What Zahorik called 'PQsitive Answer' has
~een termed 'Positive Repetition' for the latter term clearly
defines _the category.

I

The three types of reproof denial in Zahorik's model
e ~(simple reproof denial, elaborate r~roof and elaborate

deniel) are used under class II categories in the current
system of analysis. Chaudron's (1977) single category
which is alone made to handle the feature of negation is
rejected in favour of the above relatively detailed categories
of Zahorik.

Zahorik's two categories (~scellaneous feedbackjand
praise confirmation and reproof denial) are put under class'
III categories in the system of analysis aeveloped for the
current study. This is basically done because these
categories cannot be put either under positive feedback or
negative feedback in view of the function each performs.

There Qre five categories of Zahorik which have
altogether been dropped. eTn~e are negative answer repetition,
response improvement statement, one answer solicitation
without clues, one-answer solicitation with clues; and
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positive answer and negative answer. Most of these categories
are rejected in favour of similar but detailed and clear
categories identified by Chaudron for handling negative
feedback.

3.5.2. Negative Feedback

The system of analysis for negative feedback contains
most of the categories identified by Chaudron. Chaudron
(1977) identifies 22 types in his model of discoUrse. Out
of these 19 have been maintained. Two categories (explanation
and complex explanation) §re reduced to one category (iee.
explanation) because of the same function they perform.
Ael in the case of categories which handle positive feedback
a regrouping of similar categories has been made. Accordingly,
ten sub-classes have been identified. A new category fi.e.
Non-verbal Rejection) has also been added. One category
which 6haudron names 'negation' is abandoned and this is
because it is not exhaustive enough.

This kind of feedback as a class is perhaps a new
addition. It is included based on the belief that the
system of analysis must hav~ another dimension to handle
utterances which may not 1i t into the method of description
already developed. The basic idea for the incluston of
this class emanates from Flander's system of analysis (1970)
whose tenth category is dubbed as 'Confusion'. Category 16.1

is put under this class for it appears difficult· to put
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it under either of the two main classes of feedback (i.e.
positive and negative feedback).

Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) classify exchanges' into
boundary and teaching exchange. The function of boundary
exchange is to signal the beginning 01' ..' end of what the
teacher considers to be a stage in the lesson. Although
this type is used as a signal to identify the other type
of exchange it ia not coded in the curfent study. The
exchange. type which is the concern of the current study is
the teaching exchange. This exchange ccln.sistsof the
individual steps b, which the lesson progresses. Sinclair
and Coulthard (Op. Cit.) further divide boundary exchange
into 11 sub-categories six of which are free exchanges and
the remaining five are bound exchanges. The six types of
free exchanges are Teacher inform, Teacher direct, Teacher
elicit, pupil elicit, }>upil inform and Check. Among these
Teacher elicit is the .u~1ect of the current study since
it is the only exchange which'includes all exchanges designed
to obtain verbal contributions from students. Among the
five bound exchanges four (Reinitiation I, Reinitiation II,
Listing and Repeat) have become the subject of the study.

In identifying exchanges, every exchange in the sample
teachers' talk that involved the provision of feedback is
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- noted (as cited under 3.4) when the structure of the
exchange between the teacher and student/s is 1-R-F~
Initiation (teacher) - Respons.e (student) - Pollow":'uptea.cher)
The first elicitation could involve various moves (which

..
involv& either positive ar negative feedback or still the
combination of both) before it ends with the teacheres remark

-about the adequacy/inadequacy of students' statements
- -

pert81ri'ng to it (i.e. the elicitation made f1l'st) The
. .

boundaries of the various extracts have been made by strictly
adhering to this principle. But this has not always been
a simple task.

In counting the various types of feedback found in the
sample lessons care has been taken to avoid double-countin€.
A s1ngle word, ahrase or sentence offered as feedback in 8

single utterance was not counted more than once unless it
has a different function. However, a single utterance of
the teacher could have two or more types of feedback. This
would mean that a teacher could use the various categories
in combination. Thus the data collected indicate that while
there are 166 exchanges these result in 875 functions that
are categorised.

Extracts are consecutively numbered for all teachers
and are appended at the end. In the appendices are only
that part of tapescript containing feedback. category numbers
which are consecutive for the three classes of'feedback are
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given at the left margin. It must be noted that a simple
reading of the transcription (without observation of and
repeated viewing of recorded lessons) may not always help
one in identifying every type of feedback.

The full model of description is provided below
together ?~ith descriptions about each category, and examples
of exponent of expression. It is the hope of the researcher
that this may simplify the task of understanding the fourth
chapter of the thesis.
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Class I Categories: Feedback types that conf1:rmthe accuracy of previous communications

Sub-class Exampleof Exponent of ExpressionCategory No. & type Description

I
I~
I
l

1
i

I,
I
~

~

I
Js

I
1
I

I. DImX::T 1.1 •
ACCEPTANCE

1.2.

- 1.3

,-

1.4.

1.5.

1.6.

Simple ltra.ise
Confinnation

Teacher ('1') corlfi:rmsthe accuracy of previous
communicationby using words like 'Yes';
'allrightl; Iyeah', 'correct', etc.
Teacher's' elabo:rate p:raise of the student(s) by
using 'very good' 'exactly' or extended
confirmation. ~e praise is most often directed
at the student.

S. Senayit is so sincere as Joiartba

T. Yes

Eg. ~t's very good thinkin8
...

Ela.bora.te
Praise

Elaborate
Confirmation

'1', offers elaborate confimation about the
cor.rectness of the sentence. llie focus is on
the sentence.

5. O1dtradition has deprived some
people of t&ir r~ts to eat meato

T. Old tradition has depried some'people
of their rights to eat meat. Tbat~s
it.

:!. By the' 'I same ~ken you can oontre,.ot
this

55 CX\ghtnlt

T. Oughtn't

S. didn't
T. didn't, Yes. Tre secomPart of the

sentence should be 'however he cUdn1t
Exactly, Yes.

Non-verbal
.Acc~ptance

T indicates 'Yes' by using non-verbal signals
(Eg. Shaking head up and down)

Positive T repeats S's utterance positively to indicate
Repetition its being accepted
(optional expansion& Reduction)

Positive
Explanation

'1'elaborates on or explains why the answer
given by S is correct
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Sub-class Example of Exonent of ExpressionCategory No. & type Description

II~ RESPONSE
EX'lENSION:
DEVELOPl'1ENT'

III. RESPONSE
EXTENSIONz
IMPROmiENT

2.1. Response development
solicitation without
clues

2.2. Response development
,solicitation with
clues.

2.3. Response development
Statement

3.1. Besponse Improvement
solicitation
without clues

3.2. Response Improvement:
Solicitation
with clues

T further extends Sls response
without pro~ clues

T f'urtlar J extends SIS response
by providing clues

T completes S's response by adding
another inf'ormation

T demands the S to complete the
correct response the S bas already
began without providing clue

T demands the S to oomplete the COrl:'ect
response the S has began by providing olue

T. What is the difference we made here ?
S. Not use more
T. Why ?

T. And the farmers are to be gi van what ?
S. Land
T. 'lhey are going to be given land ••• ToeX>

this to give them.the land has to 00;;;;;-
from wheat! ?

"Great what ?" after pupil respODis
"GreatU to question oonoerning what
prinoes Margaret is from)

Source I Zahorik 1970a

with
OOWltry "

"Great what? It's another nama""~r
England." (after pupil responds wi1;b

ItGreatft to question concerni.ngwhat oountry
princess Margaret is from

(Source: Zahorik 1970a)
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Sub-class Description Exampleof ~onent of ExpressionCategory No. and Type

IV. SOLICITATION4.1. Several Answers
REPEITION solicitation

,,' without clues
I 'J

I' ~

Cl
':i

I

:;I~

V. LESSON
PROGBESSION

:.' :1'

;.

<:

:1

4.2. Several Answers
Solicitation
with clues

5. Lesson
Progression:
different topic

';"

T asks several questions without providing
clues after a S has given correct answer for
previous questi,on.

T asks several questions with clues after
a S has given correct answer for previous
question

T asks or talks about a different topic after
a SI S oorrec t response

T. What's the meaning at :install
S. establish
T. Whatelse ?

T. Don't retreat you shoul.d
S. Resist the enemy
T. Andwith o~t to I

T. ~s Part~ is what kind of clause?
S. Adverb oIuee of manner

f'T. '!he nurse acts as thoueh he
werea doctor.
Is he a doctor?

, ,
, "
'-

'~
'~~

I
t
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Class II Categories: Feed.backwes that showrejeotion or demandadjustment of student's
;r:esponse.

Sub - olass Category No. & T.Y1>e' Desoription Exampleof Exponent ofE:xpll!ssion
,"
:.
i' 6. Interrupt 6. Interrupt T interrupts S utteranoe £ollowing error or

be£ore S has oompleted
.j'

"
7. Aocept 7. Accept Simple approving or accepting word as a sing

o£ accepting content of utteranoe or usually as
a sign of reoeption of utterance but T m3¥
immediately correot a linguistic error.

S. Whe~ to fight for the welfare
(Fran:',. ) of the oppressed
masses or not is a matter of
dootrine.

T. Yes Welfare (Pron: ).
Welfare is the right pronunciation
o£ the word.

»,

.,
.. ,,
I

r-

.~',.

'.:"i

8. Negation 8.1.Simple
Beproot denial

T showsrejection by saying 'no' 'ub uh',
'not exactly'

T. lMho oan tell us the meaning of
offsprings ?

8.2. Elaborate
Reproo£

T shows rejeet;en by verbally 'attaok:ing
the S .

S. Individual

T. No

S. (Makesmistake related with thtZ. U:3e
of 'ou&h,tto'

T. Should I go to a goldsmith and ma.lID
a necklace where there is 'ought to~
on it and. put it on youx neck ?

8.3. Elaborate denial T Showsrejeotion by using elaborate phrase
or sentence

8.4. Nonverbal~eotion '1'. indicates 'no' by using non-verbal signals
(Eg. Shaking head sideways, shaking finger.eto.)
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Sua-ola •• Exaaple. ot Exponent ot Expre ••ionCategory Wo. & ~e Desoription
9. REPITITION

10. QUESTIONS

9.1. Repeat

9.2. Repetition with
111'0ClLUTOE

(Optional Expansion
and Reduction)

9.3. Repetition with
NO CHANGE

exoept- ' in DtPRASIS
(Opt. EXP. & RED.)
9.4. Repetition with

alWIGE
(Optional EXP. & RED. )

9.5. Repetition with
ClUNGE and.
EKPRASIS

(Option EXP. & RED.)

9.6. Loop

T reque.ts S'to repeat utteranoe with
intent to haTe S selt-oorreot
T repeats S utteranoe with no ohange oterror,
or omission 0' error

T repeats S utteranoe with no Chan&e ot
error, but emphasie looates taot ot error

Usually T simply add. oorreotion and oontinues
to other topios

T adds eaphasi. to stress looation ot error
and.its oorreot tormulation

T honestly needs a replay ot part or tull ot S
utterance due to la~ ot olarity or when it is
not audible

10.1. Original question T repeats the original question that lead to
response

10.2. Albered question

10.3. Question 3
(Opt. REDf EXP f EMP:
JU.SIS)

T alters original question .1Dtaotioally but
not sell.ntioally
Numerous ways ot asking tor respons., otten
"ith CLUES eta.

'1'. Ilip'ant ••• Y•• ?
S. To aoy. troa one plao. to

another.
T. To aOTe fro. one plaoe to

another. Ie it ?

S. They help us to.orrow
T. ~ey help us 1

S. World people to sateguard.uDS
T. World people should be

agi tated to sateguard
thell.elves and their
ohildren troll ArDS

S. You u.e an .leotrioal
(PronleLl k-tnJ<.aL ) puap

to rise the water
T. It'. not eleot.r~ole {,t:+rlk. j

It's eleotrio II 'l~k..t:nl\(U/
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Sub-Class Category No. and 'J.7.pe

11. Negs.ti ve 11.1. Explana.tion .
explanation
prompt &
olue 11.2. Prompt

11.3. Clue

12. Transfer

13. Retum

14. Veri.f'ioation

Exampleof Ex:ponentat lkpres.iOll
~

Desoription------------------------------------------------------T Provides infomtion as tooanse or type of
error

T uses a lead-in cue to lead S to ;ng.uired response

T reaotion provides S with the nature of immediate
oorreotion, without providing oorreotion

T asks another S or several, or olass to provide
correot answer

T returns to original errol'.'-lll8kerfor another
attempt after TRANSFER

T attempts to assure understanding of correction;
a new elicitation is implioit or mademore
explioit.

S. English is less harder ~ Mathe
T. English is less ?

T. Why did te old bus break downon
the hlll ?

S. The old bus break downon the hill
sinoe the %Oadswas up & down

T. 'lhe ~wer must be given in past tense.

15. Provide T ~des correot answer whenS has been unable
l! . ." •

to .answer
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Class III Categories: 1-tiscellaneous Feedback

Category No. and Type Desoription Exampleof Exponent of Expression

16.1. Undecided Teacher gives 'undecided' response by usually using
words like 'may be'; 'yes and no'; ete

16.2 • Other Responses of the T which could not ~ grouped due to
inaudible S response or T response or due to their
ambiguousnature.



CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA

4.1. Introduction---..-.--

As previously noted, the purpose of this investigation
was to find out how Grade 11 English teache~a·behave when
they offer feedback to their students. The analysis of
of results obtained will be done in two phases. Pirst the
presentation and discussion of quantitative data is made,
then follows the presentation and discussion of descriptive
data. This procedure was chosen mainly because, as might
be imagined, simple categorization and tallying may obscure
some necessary pieces of information. Moreover, there is
the problem of ~educing into tables some realizations and
insights which have come out of the observations made.

4.2. Presentation and Discussion of Quantiative Data-~.~- ------------------------~~-~--~~~
Data analyses for this study focused on three major

CUlestions. The first quea tacn concerns- the Qltlountof time.
teachers spend in providing feedback in English classes.
The data in the following table go towards answering that
question.
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Table 1. Ti4leSpent on the Frov isian of Feedback

-------_.----------------------------------------.---------Duration of
RecordedLesson

Time Spent on the Provisionof Feedback- --..... ...•..
In minute Percentage

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
'8-----,----------------------------------------------------------Total

••••• .'0

20
55
60
25
40
40
40
40

320

6.2:
1.3

23.5
7

15.4
12.2:
14.3
13.6

31
2.4

29.2
28
38.5
30.5
35.7
34

29.2
-----------------------,---------------------------------------

93.5

The result in the above table indicetea th~t the re8e~eh
has, 8lJlongother things J cont irllledthe essel!:tionthat teacAers_
spend a good deal of the class-time on the provision of
feedback. The 8 sample teachers on ~verage spent 29.2 of
the class-time on the provision of feedback. However, there
is a clear difference between the sample teachers. This
difference may be ascribed to different variable. like the
class-t1l4e each of them Used:, the nature of the lesson or the
type of students' responses. If the lesson 1s a kind which
demands verbal responses trom students an. increase in class-
time may mean a situation where more feedback provision 1.
noted. This is evidenced in the cl•••room talk ot TjJ~ T~
T5 and T6 when oompared with T1 and!l4. If the l•••on 1.
the kind which does not involve asking Q.ue8tions the featur.
we noted above will oompletely change.

• j J

•



instance, was conducting a reading lesson whose method of

presentation (i.e. first asking a student ct,to read 8 pragraph..•
aloud followed by the teacher's reading the S8me text
aloud) did not allow for the occuren.ce of the various feed-
back types.

4.2.2. ~es of Feedback: Teachers Used

..The second and the main ~uestion that this research
sought to answer was the identitication of the various types
of feedback English teachers use in classrooms. The various
types of feedback used, their fre~uency and success ratio
is shown in the tables that follow and then discussed.
First we eXUline the ware in which teachers dealt with
correct answers. The discussion that follows the table is
made by sub-class.
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Contrd.·•••

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T, ~
rr., T8 Total

Sub- Category Cate ' . Freq. Perce Freq. Perce Freq. Perc. Freq. Perce Freq.Perc. Freq.Pero. Freq. Pam.,Class Name Numb:rFreq. Perc. Freq.Pero.

Response
Development: 2.2 1 3.8 v20 76.9 1 3.8 3 11.5 1 3.8 26
Solioitation
with olues.
Response
Development 2.3 1 100 1
Statement-

,~~ III.Respo Response
se Improvement 3.1 1 100 1

',.: Solioi tation., Extension without olues". Improve-:~.
Response 3.2 .,. Improvement~,
SoloitationI'

[.
'. with olues~
(

IV. 5oli- Several answerI.~ oitation solioitation 4.1 1 3.6 10 36~" 35.7 2 7.2 14 50 1 28R.epetiti without olues u

on
H Several answer

solioitation 4.2 2 50 2 m50 4

I
with oluesr,

" V. Lesson
1e, Progression 5 1:;

'. -.~., TotaJ:..; Frequenoy and 10.6
) Percentage of 33 6.1 7 1.3 169 31.3 20 3.7 121 22.4 .38 7 57 93 17.3 539
j Positive Feedback

~.\
i
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The six categories identified in this sub-class accounted
for 418 cases or 77.~ of the total poeltive feedback types
used by the sample teachers. Among the five sub-classes
identified it WaS possible to observe that teachers showed
a high preference for this sub-class.

Table 2 indicates that amongst the categories in sub-
class I, the most frequently used are repeating pupil's
response positively (1.5) and simple praise confirmation (1.1)
which have a frequency of 234 and 140 respectively. All of the
sample teachers used these categories while reacting to correct
student responses. Teachers' behaviour in the use of these two
categories most frequently is indicative of the fact that after
obtaining correct answer from a student they prefer to go onto
their next task rather than to allow students to build an the!~
answera or to tell the class why a student's answer is correct.

Next to the above two categories in the same sub-class
come elaborate praise and positive explanation each of which
has a frequency of 20. Elaborate praise (1.2) is used by
tour teachers and positive explanation (1.6) is used by six
teachers. :81' going over the reeorded data it was possible
to observe that elaborate praise usually occurs when a student
answers a question correctly attel'repeated failures by other
students to provide the correct response (See Extract 11,
111, 112, 121 and 125),Posltive explanation is basicallJ used
to either directly state to the class why • student's response
is correct (Extract 102, 109, 110, 150) or to further elaborate
the correct answer (Extract 64, 144, 145, 159)· '.fJU.s categor7'--
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does not, in almost all cases, appear alone.

All of the sample teachers reacted to the correct responses
of students verbally. unlike the provision of negative feedback
nO.Jlon-verbal acknowledgeJnent or praise was detected when used
alone. Of course, non-verbal acknowledgements like showing
agreement b,y moving the head up and down accompanied the verbal
treatments.

The least number of occurrence in taia sub-class 1Ias
observed in the use of elaborate confir&~tion. This may P!rt17
be due to the preference of teachers for category 1.1 and 1.5.

The three categories under this sub-class totally account
for 87 cases or 16.1~ of the total frequency computed for
positive feedback.

In this sub-class one category (i.e. 2.3) was used only
once. This &ust have either been affected by the preference ot
teachers to use category 1.1, and 1.5 (this etfect must also be
borne in Jnind while considering the rare or the small llUJllber
ot occurrenoe for the other class I categories) or b,y the type
of students' responses which did not require response development
atatement. Teachers prefer to nominate others to provide
additional answers (as seen in the use of categories 2.1, 2.2,
4.1 and 4.2) or to reject:a.Ltogether what students sq (a.
observed in the use ot the various class I categories) rather
than developing students' responses themselves.

Six teachers used response develop.llent:s olici tatioA
without clue. (2.1 and it alone aCQounts tor 11.1~ of the
total frequency computed tor Class I cateeories. This eateeor,r
was basieall7 used to help students refleet on what
they said after correct answers (see Extract 23, 27,



47 and 77), to lead students to a specific answer the teacher
seeks to obtain (Extract 24, 67) or to relate or check
past knowledge - specially knowledge of grammar (See
Extract 34,44,48,74,79)· Inather cases it is used to
further ask students; what is demanded by the text. The
following example lIlayillustrate the point. It is;picked
fro& Extract 142.

T: What ~oes it ~ean? Tear oneself away frolll'•••
S,. Depart from
T. Depart from. Can you make a sentence using depart

from ?

There are several instance~ fthere this category is used
for this purpose s~ecially by T5, T6 and T7•

When compared with response developmen~: so11c~tation
w~thout clues (Category 2.1) Solicitation with clues
(Category 2.2) was used in a 11mi ted number of instances:~.
Teachers do not seem to care about providing students with
clues when ieachers further develop students' response~ by
8:01icitin€. In the 20 instances noted, category 2.2. was
used to genuinely develop correct answers (see Extract 26:,

29, 37, 40, 43) or to lead students to a single answer the
teacher seeks to ebtain' (See Extract 32, 34, 38, 76)
The latter practice lIlayindicate that there are teachers;
who prefer to look for specific answers which they have in
.Ilindrather than developing or usi..rlgthe corl"ect answers
or the contribution ot students as it is. This lIlaydevelop
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a feeling in the student that whatever he wants to say in
the foreign language there is only one way of doing so.

-- .
The sd..ngle oocurrence and the absence_ altogether

of response improvement sol1oi tation wi thout c1ues:~·(Category
I

3.1) and with clues (3~2) should be analysed in llght with
the nature of students' responses and largely of teathers'
solicitations. The oocurrence of category 3.1 highly depends
on the existence in students' responses of partly correct
answerawhioh need further elicitation by the teacher for
their completion. Sample teachers strictly followed th~
procedure of asking ~uestionB fro~e book the provision
of whose answers required the memorization of certain patterns
and vocabulary meanings. As a result of this, students'
responsea were most fre~uent1y judged as 'correct' or
'incorreot'. Accordingly, the treat&ents that followed
tended to make use of other categories that indicate
'correctness' or 'inoorrectness' than response extension
with or without olues.

The use of several answer&::solicitation without clues
(4.1) and several answers, 801101 tation wl th clues (4'.2)

accounts for 5.9?' of the total freQ.uency counted for class I
'.eatei!,r1e-s.. Teachers: have shown the prefarenoe of uain,

-.
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several answers solicitation without clues than with' olues.
Five teachers have used category 4.1. It is consistently
observed in the data that teachers as ~uch as possible
avoid the use of clues. category 4.2 is used only in 4
instances and it is used only by two teachers.

Only one of the teachers (who only used it once) used
-category 5 (Lesson Progression: different topic). This',

.
indicates that teacAers most often prefer to react to
students' correot responses by making use of the etAer
categories and do not go on disoussing other topics before
doing so.

Thus far, an attempt has been made to see the various
-:typea of positive feedback. We now esamine hOlf the supl.

teachers han.le incorrect utterances.

4.2.3. ~i!s of Feedback Tea!!ers Used: Class II Oategories.

Teachers' feedback behaviour in olass II cateeoriee
was also identified and the frequency of the various types
of tre~tloont used was computed. The following table summarizes
the result.
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Table 3. Frequenoy (F) of Teacher Feedback Behaviour in Class :Q Categories I
IT1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 '11 Ta TOTAL ,
·:Sub- Sub-olass Cate. F· % F· % F· §6 F· % F· % F' % F· % F %' F l

~C18.@e ~. f. U.a I !VI. Interrupt 14 27.4 4 7.8 31 2 3.9 51
[VII. Aocept 7 1 25 2 .75 3'~nc IVIII. S1ap;IA~,Beproo1'Den1al 8.1 ,3 9.7 5 16.1 5 16.1 3 9.7 1 3.2 14 45.2 31 ' I
~~~~ _ EJ.aborate Rep:t'9of 8.2 2 40 1 20 2 40 5 !ti.a.U•. Elaborate Denial 8.3

Non-verbal Rejeotion 8.4 6 23.1 20 76.9 26 I
!

IX. Re.Repeat 9.1 3 13 1 4.3 . 16 69.6 3 13 23 tpetitionBepetition with no ohange 9.2 1 33.3 2 66.7 3 IRep. with no ohange except in I
emphasis 9.3 1 20 3 60 1 20 ! 5 r
Repeti tion with:ohange 9.4 1 25 2 50 1 25 .. 4 IRap. with ohange & emphasis 9.5 3 25 3 25 2 16.7 4 33.3 12
Loop 9.6 1 2.5 2 5 11 27.5 2 5 3 J.' 2 5 5 12.5 14 35 40

F.x. Que-OriginaJ. question 10.1 1 20 2 40 ' 2 " 40 5 I

fstions Alteredquestion 10.2 1 33.3 2 66.7 3 I'

Question 3 10.3 1 5.3 1 5.3 7 36.8 § 26.3 3 15.8 2 10.5 19
fXI Explanation 11.1 4 23.5 1 5.9 7 41.2 5 .:29.4 !Prompt and 11.2 6 20 8 26.6 6 20 1 3.3 1 3.3 4 13.3 4 13.3 30
~'Clue 11.3 4 22.2 2 11.1 2 11.1 9 50 1 5.5 . 18

XII Transfer 12 2 12.5 7 43.7 1 6.2 6 37.5 J 16 r·c I-
XIII 0 Retum 13 !'----~---..•.-
XIV. Verifioation 14 1 9.1 2 18.2 2 18.2 2 18.2 1 9.1 2 18.2 11 !~. 4 26.6 26.6 1 6.7 26.6 ',- 15 FXI. Provide 15 2 13.3 4 4

~Total. Frequenoy and Percentage 32 9.5 5 1.5 53 15.6 62 18.4 23 6.8 11 3.3 118 35.1 33 9.8 ,,. ~.:
of Negative Feedback r·:

~
!'

t

i!
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Table three gives the arrey of the various reactions to
students' 'incorrect' utterances. In this class teachers
used most of the treetments identified. There is only one
cat~ory (category 13) which was not used by eny of the
s8l!lpleteachers:.

Against the expectation of the researcher, only half
of the sample teachers used category 7 (Interrupt). Although
the frequency of this category ranks frist and cover~
15.~ of the total number of treatments in Olass 11
categories, it was highly used by one teacher (i.e. '7' who
used it in 31 instances out of the totel 51.

Interruption in mid-sentence was baslcsllyused for
three purposes: to pin-point area of students' errors (sse:_,~
Extract 53, 56 and 96); to ask~~ tor replay of inaudible
student utterances (Extract 112, 116, 118); and to
acknowledge the correctness of part of an unfinished sentence
(See Extract 51, 89 and 117).

T4 also used this cetegory in 14 instances. This
teacher only taught for twenty-tiye minutes 0'1 the class-time.
Considering this it Iflay be said that the teacher has a
preterence tor the category. T6 and Ta used the category
ill only 4 and 2 instances respectively. It could, theretore,
be s8id that only two teachers (,, and '4) s~owed a aiea
preterence in using tAls category.
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4.2.3.2. !££ept

We have only two teachers who used the category of
accept in three instances. The words used by the teachers
resemble the words they commonly use while offering simple
praise confirmation - words like lYe!, 'alright', etc.
However, in this category the fiords are used either as a
sign of acceptance of utterance or as a sign of accepting
the correctness of content only. Thus, teachers immediately
correct linguistic errors:

S. Whether to fight for the welfare (Pron: W61te&r)
of the oppressed maSses or not is a ~atter of doctrine.

~T. Yes ••• Welfare (Pron: Welfear), welfare is the
the right pronounciation of the word •••

(Extract 78)

The remaining six teachers did not use this category,
perhaps because of its confusing nature or because whenever

•the student's utterance is correct inter~s of content but
has linguistic errors they only focus on the latter and do
not want to acknowledge the correctness of the content. There
are many instances in the data where teachers seem to be
interested only in the form of the language (See Extract 48,
49, 51, 55, etc.) rather than in -the content of what students
say.

4.2.3.3. Negati~

Direct rejection of students' incorrect utterances: as
deSignated by the sub-elass 'negation' is the third largest
used in class II categories. It covers 62 instances (or 18.45)



out of the total 336 occurrences. Among the four types of
negation identified, the sample teachers used simple reproof
denial (8.1) in 31'instances and told students their ~stakes
by frequently using the word 'no'. The collected data -
reveals that reactions which use 'no' are as rare after
errors as 'good' and 'ok' or repetition of the correct
answer are common after correct responses. One re&son for
this might be that teachers may feel the practice would be
discouraging •

Next to simple reproof denial teachers used a non-
verbal sign'l (8.4) to indicate'incorrectnesst• The most
frequently used non-verbal signal is pr~onged silence which
is most often followed by nomination (See Extract 111, 112,
114, 121, 124, etc.) In only one instance did a teacher use
gr1ma~e as 8 sign of disapproval {Extract 117)'Non-verbal
signatlf were used only By two teachers (T4 and T7). The other
teachers preferred to react verbally. Although the non-verbal
signals that were noted are those which were primarily used.
to indicate the existence of error in students' responses,
signals like moving the head sideways accompanied other
verbal treatments.

There were only five instances of using elaborate
reproof. Most of them have a complaining nature. Here is
an example:

T. You didn't follow: What have I told you? 'ouaht'
Jlust be followed by the full infinitive 'ought to'. Then
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you write •ol.l&ht·plus 'to' and •they' • Should I go to a.

goldsmith and ~ a necklace where there is 'ought to' on
it and put it on your neck?

(Extract 11)

The small occurence of this category may not only be
the result of teachers' preference for the other categories.
The presence of the researcher together with the video-camera-
man may have pr.ve~ed teachers from using it. This at least
suggests ..that teachers realise its being a poor method of
feedback.

4.2.3.4. Repetitions

The six types of repetitions used by teachers cover _
almost 25.9% of the total reaction of teachers in class II
categories. This sub-class ranks firs~ in terms of the
total frequency computed for the six types of repetition.
Among the six types of repetition, Loop (9.6) was used by
all the sample teachers; repeat (9.1) and repetition with
change and emphasis (9.5) repetition with no change except
in emphasis by four teachers (9.3), and repetition with
change (9.4) by three and repetition with no change (9.2)
by two teachers respectively.

Loop (category 9.6) was mainly used to ask st~dents to
repeat inaudible utterances. Although done differently,
this category is the only "nor,ma!" repetition that is used
outside class.
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Next to category 9.6, Repeat (Category 9.1) ~as used
to ask students to repeat their incorrect utterances with
the teachers' intent to have them self-correct. However,
since teachers most often used this category with no
accompanying clue or explanation on the nature of students'
errors it did not help students to adjust their utterances.
A simple •again' after incorrect utterance does not seem

~ ,

helpful ( ee Extra~t 122, 124, 130, 132, etc.) •• In.only
-three instances did teachers use the category together with

some clues (See Extract 115, 135, & 156).

Repetition with no change and repetition with no change
except in emphasis (Category 9.2 and 9.3) were used either
to help students discover location of errors or to look for
correct formulation of their response. Category 9.3 Beem~
better in serving the letter purpose. ~ee.h.er~ used 1'18'in&

intonations while repeating incorrect utterances of students
thereby indicating fact of error. The following example
illustrates this:

T. Which part.is'the adverb clause of manner?
S. He were a teacher
T. He were a teacher ?

(Extract 144)

Repetition with change (Category 9.4) was used only
in four instances. Teachers modeled incorrect student
response, substitutini grammatically correct forms where
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necessary without calling attention to the correction in
any other way (See Extract 65 & 66)· Its rare ocour~ence

_ may indicate that teachers put stringent demands on grammatical
accuracy and are less interested in commending students, for
expressing ideas in the foreign language (This relates with
the discussion under 4.2.3.2)- Findings in this sub-class
more or less concur with the results Chaudron (1977) obtained.

Teachers were also observed using the three categories
of questions when students failed to give correct responses.
Out of 27 such instances/category 10.3 (Question 3) wa_
used 19 times. Since this strategy provides explanation
on the nature of students' errors and offers some clues on
the nature of their immediate correction it seems helpful
in eliciting correct responses (See Extract 10, 23, 40,
48). In 5 instances teachers simply repeated the questions
they previously asked with no additional information, clui
or explanation. Added to this altered question (Cetegory
10.2) W.$ also used in 3 instances. In function and pattern
category 10.2 resembles category 9.1.

Teachers also provided explanations<>and clues indicating
the cause or type of error and the nature of its immediate
formulation, and also used prompts whose purpose waS mainly
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to serve as a lead-in cue. The sub-class accounts for 65
occurences or 19.34% of the total fre~uency computed for
class II categories.

In this sub-class the most fre~uently used category
is 11.2 (prompt). This category also has the fourth largest

'occurrence out of the 23 categories identified. Seven
teachers used this technique. They fre~uently reduced
students' utter_nces and asked them to repeat utterances
beginning at the point of error by at tilllesusing aJ.ight~ ..

rising intonation.

18 instances of clue and 17 of explanation were als_o
coded. Clues (11.3) were given when students did not follow
instructions given (See Extract 16, 26, 124, 127) or in
other cases when teachers deemed its provision necessary
and helpful to adjust students' utterances. However, its
success seems to depend on the kind of information it contains.
Simple assertions like 'there is something wrong'
do not seem helpful.

Explanations (11.1) fre~uent17 occurred when after
many failures teachers provided correct answers to the students.
Surprisingly, they were not given while repeated attempts
are being made by students to come to the 'correct' response

-(See Extract 19, 27, 111, and 117).Most of the explanations
given focus on grammar.



4.2.3.7. other Categori!!

The remaining categories (category 12-15) were used
in 42 instances.

Teachers used category 14 (verification) to assure
understanding of correction by students. A new elicitation
was fre~uently noted. This category was specially used after
pronunciation errors by students (See Extract 11, 77, 79).
Teachers corrected pronunciation errors rather than asking
other students to supply the correct model.

In only 15 instances teachers themselves provided correct
answers (or used category 15) for ~uestions students were not
able to answer. This was actually done by five teachers.
The figure for this category may be a clear indication of
the fact that teachers prefer to go on looking for answers
from the students themselves than providing it.

The data in class II categories reveal the rigorous
practice of strategies which do not seem helpful in eliciting
correct responses. We observe various ordeal~like instances
where students struggle to provide 'correct' responses with
no or little help coming from the teacher. This observation,
coupled with repeated view of the video, has led the
researcher to attempt to see which among the most fre~uent17
used categories in Class II led students to correct responses.
The main immediate measurement of effectiveness of any type



of corrective reaction would be a frequena.ycount of the
student's correct reaponse8 fol1owing each type (Chaudron
1977). This was computed as follows:

Success Batio • Number of Successea. --- ....•.-
Number of Occurrence

It must, however, be noted that since students' discovery
of correct answers cannot only be attributed to the kind of
category used, the computation in Table 4 baaicallJ serve.

~ hto establish an associative link between the kind of category
used and its .uccess in eliciting correct re.ponsea. (Op~Cit)

14 categoriea were identified based on their frequency.
live of these were dropped because they demand little or no~
effort on the pert of the student to do what is expected of
him. These oategories are loop (9.6), repetition with
CHANGE and EMPHASIS (9.5), Verification (14); and Provide
(15) which is excluded because no student respon8e co~e.
after its provision. Accordingly, the following co~put.tion
Was made for 9 categories.
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Table 4. Success Ratio of the Most Prequently Used
Class II Categories

- ....•.....•.. - Suoces •Categories Identified /I Occurrence I' Succe.sea Ratio (in.!L- --Question 3 (10.3) 19 12 83.1
Clue (11.3) 18 5 27.8
Repeat- (9.1) 23 ~ 21.7
Prompt (11.2) 30 6 20
Explanation (11.1) 17 z 11.8.'

Interruption- (6) 51 5 9.8
Simple Reproof Denial(8.1) 31 3 9.7
Nonverbal Rejection 26 2 7.7
~anafer 16 1 6~.25

The figure. in Table 4 are liIU€€estiveof a positive
reletlonahip between success and the use of Que.tion 3 (10.3),
Repeat (9.1), Prompt (11.2) and Explanation (11.1) in el1citine
the needed res.ponees frolJ1the students..

The high success ratio of Question 3 (Category 10.3)
~ay be attributed to the fact that it incorporates the feature.

-of clue and ex~lanation (Rf. The dis.ussion under 1.2.3.5).

Next to Question 3 (10.3), the use of clue has provided
students with a better chance of offering correct responses.
The success of clues, as noted earlier, obviously depends
on the kind of 1n!ormation they contain. POl' instance, clues
such as 'you mispronounced thie word' (Extract 14) ~7 not

-help the student to get the answer right. Clues offered when
studente are not obaerv1n& directions are effective in settina
students on the right trace-, (See xtract 26, 124. etc.).

The success of repeat (9.1) ~ore than the SUcce.e of
prolJ1pt&a7 be the result of ita being more clear and dtreot
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in tellin8 the student that there is a mistake in his/her
utterance. This category seems more successful in eliciting
correct responses ~hen used together with explanation and
clue (See Extract 11 and Extract 135) than when used alone
(Extract 13, 111,112, 113, etc.).

Prompt is also unsuccessful when used alone (Extr-act 16,
28, 51,5~ 53, 114, etc.). It may have a better &hance when
it is not highly reduced (Extract 104, 138) or when used
together with explanation and clue (Extract 16).

Transfer is not a good strategy in eliciting correct
responses. This is even~when it is preceded by other
categories like Simple reproof deni81 (8.1) (See Extract
49, 91, 103, 110, 113, 115, etc.) and non-verbal rejection
(8.4) (Extrajt 48, 50, 52, 111, 125, l34, etc).

- From the greatest nwnber of interruptions, simple
reproof denial and non-verbal rejection and yet the low
success rate these categories exhibit, it could be concluded
that they may not be helpful in eliciting correct respo~es.
This seems true of transfer also.

4.2.4. ~che~ Feedback Behaviour in Class III categoriea

The freiUmcy of teachers' feedback behaviour in two
of class III categories was computed. The reault is given
hereunder.

• - r--r '"":"--.~~ •...•~-._ •• ~. .. _
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Table 5. Teachers' Feedback Behaviour in Class III categories

.. . ..•...~ •...----~ ~ ...••, • J

__ T1 T~ TJ.. T4 __ T5 _~ -'::'1___ _ Ta Tota!..•.,
category
Nwnber FreQ. Per FreQ. Per FreQ. Per FreQ. Per FreQ. Per PreQ. Per .FreQ. Per FerQ. Per

..-.----------~----------~------------ ..-----------------------
",

, It Bi'tW'53:,

16.1 1 100 1- -----.-.-.-. ---.-..-.... --...-.-...~-- .,,,

16.2: 2 28.6- - 2: 28.6 1 14.3 2 28.6 7
. ---..... -----~--- --------- -------------- -------

~~tal 3 37.5- 2 25 1 12.5 2 25 8
, --- .--..--------------------~------.--------------- ..•..----- - - _ .....•. ....- .....•
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This class contains only two categories one of which
indicates the undecided mature of teachers while they offer
feedback (16.1). From a single occurence of this category
it could be said that teachers prefer to indicate the
correctness or incorrectness of students by using either
~~ Class I or Class II Ca~egories.

A few reactions which did not lend themselves to the
system of analYsis developed and those reactions which could
not be grouped due to inaudible utterances of students and
teachers were put in category 16.2. The figures in this
category indicate that except in the case of 6 reactions
it was possible to code and analyse the various feedback
tl:pes.

4.2.5.< -. gOlll;EutedMean ~~ Standard Deviat!.2~for C.!ass_!
!nd plass II Categori!!

Computations of Mean (X) and Standard deviation (S)
were made to see how many times on average teachers used
each of the categories identified in Class I aod II; and to
see the difference atnO,"'C. the teachers in using these categories.
The results are given in the subsequent two tables.

The mean W8,S basically computed to show the arithemetic
average of the feedback type the sample teachers used. It
must be noted that the figures have in some cases been affected

~---.- '---'--'--"-'-, ..... "-~~.".'!. ... , r'~---"
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by the wide difference (range) we find between the highest
and the lowest figure. For instance, if we take category
1.5 (~ositive repetition) the range is 65, and for simple
praise coniirQation (category 1.1) the r~e is 43.

Table 6. Mean and Standard Deviation Computed
for Class I Categories

-_.-..... ------ ,---------
Category No. Mean SD,---------------------------------------~---1.1.

1.2. 2.5
0.5

1.5.
1.6.

29.2 21.7
2.5 2.2
7.5 7.5
3.4 6

0.12 0.13
0.12 0.3

2.1.
2.2.

5 b

3.5 b
0.5
0.12

4.6
0.83
0.3

'-------------------------------------------
In handling correct responses, the eight sample teachers

on average used simple praise confirmation (1.1) and positive
~epetition (1.5) seventeen and twenty-nine times respectively.

-- .. -- -.---_., -.---~ .'~"""""-"""""''''''''~'. '~-:-'-. :-,... -~- ., .. - - .. -.---,..._ .. ~-._.". ".-'" ..
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Positive explanation (1.6) was used by six teachers and on
average sample teachers used it 2.5 times. Response develop-
ment solioitation without clues (2.2), and several answers
solicitation without clues (4.1) have a mean frequency of
3.4 and J.5 respeetivel,y. These categories were used by
five teachers. Elaborate praise (1.2) has a mean frequency
of 2.5. The other categories which have a mean frequenoy
below 1 (Elaborate confirmation and several answers
solicitation with clues) were used onl,yb.r two teachers; and
a single teacher used response develop.ent statement (2.3)
and response improvement solicitation without clues (3.1)

The standard deviation oomputed in general indicates
that teachers do not vary among themselves.in the use of
response development statement (2.3), response improvement

- solicitation without clues (3.1), ~~sson Frogression (5),
elaborate confirmation (1.3), several answers solicitation
with clues (4.2) and positive explanation (1.6). A
significant difference among teachers waS seen in the use
of positive repetition (1.5) and simple praise confirmation
(1.1). With regard to these categories teachers bear
resemblance with each other onl,yin that they all used taem.

From the 14 cat~lies identified for Olass I, it was
pos.ible to observe that teachers reacted most frequently
by using Simple praise confirmation (1.1), positive
repetition (1.5), positive explanation (1.6), response
development soliciation witk clues (2.2) and several answers
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solicitation without clues (4.1). Among these categories
a great similarity is seen between teachers in the use ot

positive explanation (1.6). Next to this category come

several answers solicitation without clues (4.1) and response
development solicitation ~ith clues (2.2).

Similar oomputations were also made for olass II
categories. The results are indicated in the table below.

Table 7. Mean and Standard Deviation Co~puted for
Class II categories.

Name of Category---------------------------------------------------~.-----------Category S:tw1dard
Number Mean DevIation--.----------------.---------------------~---~6.4

.37
3.9
0.6~

Interrupt
Accept
Simple Reproof denial
Elaborate reproof
Elaborate denial
Non-yerbal rejection
Re~e.t
Repetition ~ith NO CftANGE
Bepeti tion wi tJt NO CftANGB ~ -
except in EMPftASIS
Repetition with CHANGE
Repetition with CHANGE and
BMPIASIS 9.5
Loop 9.6
Original Question 10.1
Altered question 10.2
Question 3 10.3
Explanation 11.1
Prompt 11.2
Clue 11.3
Transfer 1:2
Return 13
Verification 14 1.4 0.49~P~r~o~v~i=d.~ ~15~ 1_·2~ 1__.3_~ _

6
7
8.1
8.2
8.3
6.4
9.1
9.2

3.2
Z'.9
0.37

0.62:
0.5

~:1.5
5
0.62
0.37
2.4-
2.1
3.72.2
2:-

-..--~,~--------

9.3
.62

3.8
0.7

6
4.7
0.6

0.9
0.59

1.2
4.5
0.1
0.6
2.9
2.1
2.32.52.3-
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No computation was made for cate.gorl 8.3 and 13
since they were not used by any one of the eight s81J1ple
teachers. Teachers showed no deivation in avoiding both of
these categories while they handled in correct utteranoes.

Moet of the sample teachers preferred to offer negative
feedback by frequently usill8categorY6

J
9.6, 11.2, g~"'~'J"g~'1

",anaQ·I. Among these cate ories teachers showed"stroDe
similarity in the use of category 14, 15, and 11.2.
Although they are used by a limited number of teachers the
sample teachers are also &uch alike in the use of category
9.3, 9.2, 10.2, 7, 8.2, 10.1 and 9.3. We do not see much
agreement among teachers in the use of category 6, 8.4,
9.1, 9.6, 8.1, 10.3 and 11.3. These categories are
i41csyncratic to teachers and perhaps signs of different
styles and methods.

4.3. Eresentatio~ and Di!£ussion of Descr!Etive Data

In this section an attempt is made to correlate the
results from the eight classes and peint out so&e general
trends that the observation data suggest.

The whOle procedure of feedback provision or the most
common trisa cycle in teachers' talk - Question - Answer -
COAment - was done in an environment which teachers strictl1
define!. Almost all of the questions or elieitations were
m.ade from. the Grade 11 ENE text book. Answers to Q.uestions
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related to grammar were ex~ected to confer with the rules'
specified in the book or with those specified by the teacher.
·'onfor.llity or failure in observing these rules provided
teachers with the grounds for accepting or rejecting res~onses.
Even when students were asked the aeanlngs of words they
were expeoted to keep to dictionar1 definitions or definitions.
given in the textbook. There were only a few instances in
which students were asked to contribute their own comments,
ideas, etc. in the proiression of lessons observed. However,
~ost of the time they were on~ in the class to give responses
to whatever the teacher asked.

In addition to this general observation, specific
discussions relating to class I and class II categorle~~
are aade hereunder.

When teachers react to students' correct responses
certain kinds of ClQSS I categories occur comparatively
freQ.uent~ in classrooms and that other kinds are ver7 ~uc.h
less common.

Teachers. preferred to use catee01'1 1.1 and 1.5 more
often than others, when they wanted to eonfirG the accuraoy
of student8~ cOlIl1llunleation.AltJ:Loughnot pointed out in
the numerical tables, these two categories were repeatedly-
used together. The following excaange is a typjloal example
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of the data oollected.

T. What·s the meaning of dootrine ?
S. Beliefs and teachings of a political party
T. Yeah, beliefs and teachings of a political party

(Extract 58)

Category 1.1,is rarely coded occuring alone althougA
this is not always the case for oateeory 1.5. This
comblnation is common for the other categories also.
Categories in class I generally are used In combination
more than we see for class II categories

Words like 'Yes', 'alright' and 'good' which serve the
funotion of simple praise confirmation were also used to
indioate to the students that the teacher is ready for
another person to perform (coded 8S transfer) or that he has
acoepted oontent while immediately providing correction on
linguistio errors (oategory 7).

Teachers' preferences for category 1.1 and 1.5; and,
next to these, for 2.1 and 4.1 may partly be the result of

their being e~5y to manipulate. Categories which special17
involve clues (2.2 & 4.2) seam more demanding. It haa been
possible to observe that teachers do not want to develop
students' positive statement except that of oonfirming its
correctness. They develop students' positive statements
usuallT 1IJlenthis.is required by the textbook. Teachers
have also shown preterence in using cateco~le8 like 2.1 and
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4.1 which involve no clues than categories which incorporate
the feature of clue.

Apart from the fact that ~ome categories are easy to
manipulate teachers ~ay have avoided the use of the other
categories thinking that these might consume the class-time.
~his does not seem justified considering the high frequency
of positive re~etition which at times involves the repetition
of long sentenoes.

Apart from individual differences the nature of the
lesson and the time the teacher uses mey go towards
accounting for the variation exhibited among teaehere; in
the use of the different feedback types. T1 end T4 who onlT
used 20-25 minutes of the nonl~l class-time have a total
of 33 and 20 occurrenoes of class I categories in their
reactions respectively - small fieures co~pered to the ether
teachers.

The only teacher who used only 3 categories (this
teacher hes been observed consistently using the least number
of feedback types identified for the stud,.) is T2• He was
conducting a reading lesson and followed a procedl~e of
a&kine students to read aloud, followed by the teacher's
readill€ aloud the same text and explainin& the gist of the
various paragraphs and the meanings of words in the passage.
The teacher himself frequently offered explanations to the
meanings of words rather than el1eiting responses fro8

. ~. ~ .' .~ ." ._. ._.•. ~ _~'_ '~"~__ -v- _ '._"_~_.r_· - - ....+:..-.~~... ",-.
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students. This strategy left no room for asking students
questions and for further observation by the researcher of
the teacher's reaction.,

The sum total of positive feedback is 539. This
exceeds the oceureenee of negative feedback by 203. This
would obviouslY &ean that in the sample classes more collect
responses were noted than incorrect onea,

Since most lessons were teaching grammar patterns or
vocabulary end meaning, there was little or no tolerance
of errors. Tolerance of gr~tical errors waa only observed
in the case of T5 and Te in two or three instances When
they were reactin£to responses after asking students to
construot sentences. based on words given. The long chains
of elicitation and reel1citationB' in the course of the lesaons
were made to correct simple grammatical errors which were
not relevant to understandin& between the teacher and the
learner. Teachers' assistanee W!.8 not in general geared
toward enab1.in8 the students to express content within
a~ecified limits but towards: accuracy of response (See,
Extract 24, 28, 34, 126, etc.)

After errors of pronunciation, short repetition c70lea
were demanded b7 the sample teachers (see~tract 11, 1~,
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77, 79, 153, etc.) Some eleven pronunciation errors appeared
in the data. These errors were not tolerated and were rather
the causes:for the use of interruption. Students were
re~uired to repeat correct models atter the teacher.

•

The data and the observation made strongly su&eest
that "the major goal of these lessons seemed to be to have
students anawer questions and use patterns in a way the
teacher had planned - with no variation allowed" (lanselow

<.

1990:586).TA1s seea~ true not only for situations in which

It students. provided correct answera:but also even when studenta,
gave correct answers. Extract 34 provides a typical example.

At tiJn~teachers begin to give corrections on individual
words and immediately go on correcting the full utterance
thus confueinB students as to what teachers expect them to
do (See EXtraot 111).

Concurrent with the trends.;seen in Fanselow's findings:
(Op.Cit~ 567-e)~.~ cycles in the sample classes contained
instanoes of repeated errors due in part, perhaps, to the
fact that the teachers often did not indicate either that
an error had occurred or where it had occurred. Exchanges
in Extract 48, 5Z;, 124, 136 ete. reveal this.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMmDATIONS

This paper has attempted to address tbe significance
of feedback provision in language classrooma.

True, the most common type of communication in the
clessroom involves a teaener's elicitation and a student's
response which is followed by the reaction of the teacher

L(Bellaek 1969; S.J.nclai1'and e-ou~ard 1977). As attested b1

Bellack (1969) "if this eequence does indeed define a &ene~l
.

p~ttern of clessroo& discourse, it would seem to be important
to 1nves~ig8te this sequence of ~oves in greater detail"
the cur~ent research was conducted in thia spirit.

To achieve the aim of the study eight experienced EJL
teachers were selected by lot. Each of them was recorded
for a Single period. A ~odel of description was developed
with the use of which it was possible to classif" analJse
and ob~ectively talk about the feedback behaviour of the
sample teachers,.

5.1. Conclusions

We have touched on three questions that hlld significant
factors for achieving the .ain purpose of the study. Thes.
were:
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(a) How much of the class-time is spent on the
provision of feedback ?

(b) What types of feedback do teachers usa ?

(c) Does there exist a regular pattern in the reactions
of teachers ?

Fro. the analyses and observations made based on the afore-
mentioned questions, it waS possible to arrive at the
following conslusions.

5.1.1. The current research has, UlOIl& other thingS',

clearly shown that teachers: spend a great deal of the class~
time for the provision of feedback. It has been found out
that 29.~ of the cl~ss time (ar almost 12.4minutes) is
spent for this;purpose. Although teachers spend a great
proportion of the class-time for the provision of feedbaok
their strategies do not seem successful. Teachers do not
encourage students to expand on their replies. Sometimes
teachers distort the oontribution of students in their demand
to fit studants' re~ponses to teachers' frame of reference.
Most of teachers' treatments fail to serve as a ~eans of
clarifying .eanings and increasing understanding.

5.1.2. The results3 of this research indicate that
teachera' feedback behaviour is a ~i&id behaviour. In bot.••.
classes I and class II eategories a limited nuaber of feedbaGk
types o.cur comparatively ~ore freqaentl1 than othera.
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Theae are aimple praise confirmation (1.1), posltiva
repetition (l~5), response develop4lent'solicitation w1 thout
clues (2.1) and several aDSwera solicitation without clues
(4.1.) froll olass.,I; end interrupt (6), S:illlplereproof
denial (8.1), Loop (9.6), Prolllpt(11.~ and non-verbal
rejection frolllclass II categories. This does not necessarily
lIleanthat teaChers showed agreement between themselves in
the use of these categories. From the standard deviation

. .

oomputed it wa$possible to note that teaohers showed much
agreeJDent between themselves in the use of positive
explanation (1.6), several answers snlieitation without
clues (4.1) ~d response development solid tation wi tA
c1ues~~2) in class I; and repetition with no change except
in eJJlphasiflJ(~.3), repetition with no change (9.2), altered
question (10.2:),accept (7) and elaborate reproof (8.2) in
class II categories (S.ee Table 2, 3, 6 and 7).

5.1.3. The lIlostfrequently used cate&ories are not
necessarily the lIl0stsuccess~ul ones. Computation of success
ratio for 80llleof the most frequently used class II categories
supports this conclusion. It Was possible to note positive
relationship between success and the use of Question 3 (16.3.),

clue (11.3) repeat (9.1), prolllptand explanation ia ellcd.tin&
corl'ee.tres.ponses. The use of clues, questions (10.3) and

explanation haB a better chance in elioiting correct
answers not only when these cateeoriea are used alone but
a1s~ when they are used toe ethel' and when they supplement
other oateeories like repeat (9.1), prOGpt and transfer.
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5.1.4. Teachers !trictly defined-the environment in
which students should operate~ They also preter~ed to put
strincent demands on grumatical accuracy and pronunoiation.
As a result of this practice long chains ot el1eitation ~d

-reelicitation in the course of the lessons:were noted which
were not relevant to understanding between teachers and
students. This clearly indicates that teaohers are most
interested in the form of the language than in what students
say.

5.1.5. Teachers provided feedback by usin& verbal and
non-verbal signals. Non-verbal signals; usually accompanied
other categories in both classes. In ol~ss II, however, they
were priJnarily used to indicate to the student that his:
utterances are not corre~. However, this strategy i8 not
effective in eliciting correct response. It has one ot the
least suocess-ratio ..;computed (see Table 4).

5.1.6. Most ot the sample teaohers waited tor students
to finish their utterances betore beginning to provide feed-
back. This seelllSan encouraging practice oo~pared with other
findings which indicated that teachers freQ.uent17 cut-ott
student responses betore completion when they tho~t that
the resJ)onses are incorrect (lIo11eyand King 1971; Chaudron
1977) •

5.1.7. S·tudents generally receive little or no help
fro. teachers in their attempt to provide correct utterances.



Teachers spend ./nostof the class-time "'dueto this strategy.

In this regard the current finding does not concur wita
the findings of Fanselow (1977), Chaudron (1977) and Holley

" ,and King (1971) who reported that'providing correct, answers
was the ./nostpopular treatment in their data. The strategy
used by the sample teachers is)what MoHou! (1990) calls;
"the strategy of indioating unacce,ptable student answerS3
-without providing direct correotions as such."' The practice
of the sample teachers resembles what Hicks (1983:245) has
found out about Tanzanian teachers:

They (the teachers) are simply puttlna
pressure on the class to give an answer
by using Silence, repetition of the~uestion, urging or reno~inating, or as •
final sign of the failure of elicitation
process telling them what to say.

This praotice may be CDAmOn due to linguistio inade~uaeie~
on the part of the teaohers (rather than pedagogic ignorance)
as ~Uggested by Hicks (Loc. Cit.) and Yeseph (1990) or
teachers may think that the other categories are time-
Consuming. Another reason mal be that the above catefortes
afe easy to manipulate.

5.1.8. The results of the . reaearch further revealed
that teachers' feedback behaviour is complex behaviour.
Teachers feedback behaviour is related to tea~tS' preferenoe,
the time available, the t,pe of lesson in progression, the
type of students' responses etc.
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5.2. RecoJIllIlendationa;, -_ ...•.•

Conducted primarily as a desoriptive study, this
research did not intend to devise methods of increasing
the effectiveness and efficiency of teachers' reactions.
Nor.·did it venture to offer hard and fast prescriptions 8SO

to what particular direction the provision of feedback ~hou1d
take. HOYfev.er,going through the data and based en the

.observations made it is believed that a few speculative
s·uggestions could begenel:'ated for teaching, learning and
teachertraini.l'l€. It is in this context that the following
recommendations are made.

5.2.1. One general suggestion that could be made 1a

that teachers need to avoid using a narrow range of feedJJ~cJc~

types and are rather advised to use a wide variety of options
available to them.

5.2.2. Teachers need to minimize their stringent
demands for grsJIlJIlaticalaccuracy whic.b.were the eeusee far
many of the unsuccessful chains of exc.hBD€eS between teachers
and students. As also found out by others (Holley &: Ki.D&
1971; end Hendrickson 1978) the avoidance of such 8 practJ.ce
bears good results in helping learners' communicate with the
language more confidently and in producing greater partioipation
and inter~tion between teachers and studenta.

,.2.3. Although the provision of feedback takes' up a
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s~zeable proportion of the class.time the kinds of class II

categories '-, do not aeea effective in elicltin& correot
responses. Hence teachers need to reflect on their bakaviour
so as to make some adjustments. Together with the need for
using a wide variety of feedb ck types, teachers need to maRe
suffieient use of feedba~ typea like clue, explanation,
and questions (10.3) which may be helpful in leading student~
to discover the correct answers for themselves.

5.2.5. students eould be made to actively participate
in the procedure of feedback provision. Rather than to
simply attempt to respond, students could be encouraged to
ask questions efter any tesk or question they do not
understand.

5.2:.6. !r.h.e1.mplications of research works which
~concentrate on teacher-ta~ lk should be given important place

and their utilization should be sought by teacher trainine
insti tutea·.which aim at inoreasine the effectiveness' of
teachers:. In this regard this:researclh sU€gests. that _
systematic approach to feedback provision would be more
effe~~ive than random feedback provision.

Ifowever, there remains much to be c10ile in this area.
This research may be considered as an initial probe into
the nature of the feedback: behaviour of En&liah teacher••
Further investigations are lIarranied in the same area. As

auce1nctly :pu~bl Fanslloll (1987) our task should be "to
explore not to conclude."
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Appendix I

Bxtracts From the Cla.ssrooa Talk of '1

Categories
Identified

text

ixtract 1

1.l/1.6

!. ••• who could give me an answer?
S. Adverb clause of reason.
!. Yeah. Because t you. know this is an adverb.

1.1/1.5

Rxtract 2
T. So this is one pattern used to form an adverb

clause of result. Can you. produ.ce. a sent-
ence in which this pattern is used.

S. He is so ald that he won't live lon&.
T. Alright. He is so old that he won't? he

won't what ?
S. Live lone.
T. He won't live long, alrieht.

1.5

Extract 3
!. Let me give YOll one more .examp).~s (writes on

BB) wha:t's tpat? She has grown so qLtickly.
What's this ?

S. Adverb
!. It is an adverb.

Bxtraot ~

T. Use 'that', 'as', 'adjective' and then u.se
•s~ch ••• a' and then produ.ce your sentences.
Ok, try. You can talk of something expensive
to ltuy-.

S. -This is su.ch an expensive shoe that I couldn't
buy.

1.5 f. This is such an expensive (writes: shoe that
I couldn t t -1l7)
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!.

s.
9.6 !.

s.
1.5/1.1 T.

55.
1.5 T.

s.
9.3/11.~.5 T.
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Extract ,2

What's the resLllt of the car 1aei~ expensive?
Yes ?
XI
Yes ?
He can't buy it,
He can't buy it, rieht.

!.
Extract 6

I oU&htto write to him. Whatis the modal
auxiliary ?
OU(;ht.
Oueht•

T.
Extract 1.

ean ~one· tell me what they are' Whatare the
two types of infinitives? .. ' .
Infinitives and no~infinitives.
Infinitives and no~infinitives'? We'are talk-
ine about infinitives, and there is h~ no~infini-
tive. Yes, infinitives are' divided into two:
full infinitives and bare infinitives.

Extract 8

!. I had better go. Whatkind of infinitive it is ?
SSe Bare.

1.5 !. It's Dare infinitive. Aninfinitive without to.

f.
SSe
!.

s.
11.2 e,

S.

•••
Bxtract 9.

what does it refer to
Fllture.
It refers to the future; an oaligation to be
performed in the future.

Extract 10

Instead of •Oll&ht'whocan use t should'
instead of t ollghtt
I should to write to him.
I should'
I should to write to him.

•••
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8.~11./1l.3/10.3 f. No. Wehave said that the onlJ modal
auxiliaries followed by the full. infinitives,
that is --by 'to' .plus 'verD phrase' are
'o~t', 'have', and 'used'. The rest of
the auxiliaries must-be followed ., the in-
finitive without 'to'. So· can YOllimprove
youx answer '1 I should •••

S. Write
1.5 T. Write

S.

7/9.5/14 T.

S.
J..Zj2.J. T.

S.
1.5/2.2 T.

s.
9.1 T.

s.
8.2/11.~9~ f.

1.2 f.

Ixtract 11

T. Whocan answer the first one' . YOll'll read
the-question and you'll answer the question.
Yes, please. Speak 10ud17.
WedevelOp (Pron: alve-Ieap ) newproducts
every~.
Yeah, develop (Pron: dl'lI'eliJP) Listen and
repeat.
Develol>
Very good. YeaAthe answer.
Weshould develop new products everyday.
Newproducts. You are supposed to use both
'should' and 'oU&ht to'.' So, answer the
same question USing 'ought tot
Weought develop new·products-everlda1.
Again
Weought develop to new products ever.1~
Youdidn't follow i WhatlIave I told you '1
, o~t' must be followed by the full infini-
tive 'oQ&ht to'. Then you write 'oaght' plus
'to' and 'they'. Should I go to a &oldsmith
and make a neckl.ace where tkere is 'ought to'
on it and pa.t it on your neck 'I 5&7 it again.
Weought ••• we ought to develop newprodllcts
every day
Very good.

I.

Bxtract 12-
T. The second question. lAo will try the second

one? You.read the qllestion and you answer
the question

S. (Reads) They apply Mathematics in JDaDl' diff-
erent activities.

2.1 T. YOllanswer
S. Thel shoa.l.dapplJ lataemea.t1ce in 41tterem

activities. !her oU8ht to app17 Jlathematics
in different activities.



1.1. T.

9.1 T.
5:.

9.5 T.
55.

1.1 T.
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Good.

T.
~x:tr&ct 1J

Who can try number three? You need the
Q.uestion.
You use an electric (Fron: electrik )
pump to raises the water.
Again
You use an electrical (Pron: eliktr1kal )
pump to rise the water.
Do not read what's not writttn. It is not
electric (Fran: eliktrik) It's electric
(I'letrik:). Alright, you answer the Q.uestion
You. should use an electrIc pump to rise the
water. You ought to use an electric pump to
rise the water.
To raise
Raise
Raise, Baise ~eans take off

s.

s.

Extract 14--T. Who can tr7 number two ? Yes, you resa the
Q.uestionand ans"e~ the Q.ues:tionyourself.

S. YOll use an electr'ic pump to raise the water
We should use an electric pump to raIse the
water.

11.3 T. The Q.uestion has already been answered.The next Q.uestion.S. Don't (X3) retreat. You resist the enemy.Don't resist you should resist the enemy.
Don~t %etreat you ought to reist the en~.

11.3 T. You mispronounced this word
S. (Pron: rltait)

15 T. Retreat
S. Retreat

1.1/2.1 T. Good. NOw, have you answered the Q.uestioIB?
S. Don't retreat you should resist the ene~

e.1 T. oa, no •
!!.!ract 15

T. What Is the short torm ot oannot ?

55'. Can't



s.
1.1/1.5 T.

!. -
s.

1l.2 !.-
S.

11.2 T.
B.

8.1/.1.1.2 T•.

s.
1.2 T.

s.
11.2 T.

S.
1.2 T.
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Can't. By the same token yo~ can contract
this
Oughtn't
Oll8htn't, can you think of the negative interr-
ogative form? Yes, please.
Oll&htn't I
Yeah. 'OU&ht I not. This is the full form

Bxtract 16_;:;";;'--....0::0;.

s.

Now, let's go aack to thatquestlon
Don't retreat 1o~ shouldn't resist the enemy.
Don't re'~8at
Don't retreat lOLl. (x2) o~t ••• yo~ oUCltn'tresist the ene~ _
Don't retreat yo~ shou.1d
To oU&htn't resist the enemy
NO,_no. You. should ••• Don't retreat
Don't retreat. You. should ••• You. shouldn't
resist the enemy.
Aha, you make it negative. Make it positive •••
Don't retreat you should
Resist the enemy.
And with 'ought to'

Don't retreat you ought (x3) you oU&ht to
Resist
Resist th.e enemy
Bxcellent.
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AppendiX II
Bxtracts From the Classroom Tal.k of T2

Categories
Identified

Text

Bxtract .11'
!. Apartheid ••• Do you. know the meaning ? •••
~•. XX

9.6 !. ell?
S. Discrimination

1.1/1.5 1'. Ok, now, it's a discri/ilinationamong the
whites and the non-white people.

S.
1.5/4.1 T.

S.
8.2 !.

s.9.' !.s.

Bxtract 18-
A ferenji (tr: a white person) woman and an
BthiollIan or a 'b1aclonanthey marry each other.
The son or tkecR!ld between. them is not either
feren~ or a black person, ok? He is aperson of mixed .100d (xz) ••• H-ow do we call.
it in Amharic this person? Lulseged
~.e.~ (tr:.mixed)
-cf>~~ and?
~~" (tr: 'hybrid)

(j1\:r ~,e...pd\I'i (teaaher curses the stlldent)

Bxtract l~

(Reads a paragraph assigned to him 81' ~andreads 'it's t as 'it is ,)
Now our-person-said it is. When you.read
this, you. shouldn't read it as it is ••• it's,
ok? it's short,-ole? So as it is writtenlike-that.

!!Fact 20

f. Now, they don't have right, we said.
do we mean ay-that ?
Preedoa
eh,
Free'doa.

What

1.5/ 1.1 !. lreedom, yes.
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T.
s.

10.3 T.

s.
1.5 !.
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·Bxtraot 21
What do we mean by that? Assembly'? Yes
h71 tl" (tr: congre gat Lon]

Can we say that? Another cOlDlIlonword (xz)
in Bnglish. Assembly. Yes
Colleotion
Gath~rin&, c~l1ecting, meeti~ (x3). There
wLU ..••e meet!h: (X2) m-e-e-t-1-n-&. O.k,gatherin&. t's also possi.le.
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Appendix III

Bxtracts FrOlll tll8 Classroom Talk of T3

Cate~ories
Identified

Text

s.
J..5/1.1 T.

5.
1.5/J..J/2.1 T.

5.
11.2 T.

5.
8.1/10.3 T.

s.
9.6 T.

S.
1.1/1.5/2.1 T.

s.
3.1 T.

5.
1.1 T.

T.
s.

1.1/1.5/4.1 !.
5.

Extract 22.
We can say the same ••• ell ••• the same mean-
ing in how many different ways ?
Four
In fOIlT, alright.

Bxtract 23

Are we showing the difference .e tween two
things?
No
No, yes. We are doing what ?
We are doing the same thin&
We are sh.owi~ ?
The same meaning'.
No. They have the same meaning, at1t when we
are compari~ the two th.ings. are we sqing
that one is .atter and the otker one is less ?
Yes, please. Yes
No.
Yes ?
No
Yes, no.
They are
With?
White

What are the same ?
not the same

Yes.

Bxtract 2!

What do we mean .y sincere ?
Honest
Yes, honest. And not only .onsst, aut
Havi~ a straight manner.



1.5/1.)/4.2 T.
S.

9.6 T.
S.

9.2/.10.3 T.

S.
12 T.

S.
8.1/ll.J. T.
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Straight manner, alright. A person who
iear (Pron: Dir)
eh ?
Dear
beer ?
lI-e:"'a-r
Yes ?
Since-re
No. Yes, you ••• you're associating sincere
in write letters. Yes, there, but not that
one.

(Pron: iir)
What's 'beer?

S. Oiey
9.6 T; eh

S. o.ey
1.5/1.1/T.Oaey, alright. So, sincere means h.onest••• ell•••

2.1 one who never tell ••• tell what? eh. •• one who
never tell
s.

1~5/2~1 T~
S.

1.5/1.1 T.

T.

S.
1.1/1.5/2.1 !.

S.
1.5/2.1 T.

S.
1.1/1.5 T.

Lie
A lie. What is the spelling of lie ?
L-i-8
L - i - e I yes. And one who never olleatswecall him he is sincere.

Extract 2.2.
Now, out of these persons. Who is sincere ?Or more sin06re. Yes.
Martha is more sincere
Yes, Martha is more sincere than Senayit. Nowwe lave used which one ?
More
eh? Kore, adjective, sincere, eh
Thazi
Yes, than.

Extract 26

T. Use one of the structures in here (x2) Yes,
pl~ase.

S. Se~it is more sincere than Martha.
11.3 !. No we shou.ldn'trepeat

S. Senayit is leSs sincere than Martha.



1.1/1.5 T.
S.
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Yes, Senayit is less sincere than Martha.
Senayit is not as sincere as Martha ••• Senayitis not as aincere as Martha
Yes, Senayit is not (2) as sincere as Martha.
Now, let's !ive tIlem the same kind of •.••eh •••
a~i1ity here. ah ••• (tr: ok)

S. Senayit is so sincare as Martha.
1.1/~.1 T. Yes. Or

S. Senayit is as sincere as Ir1artha.
1.5/1.1 't Senayit is as sincere as Martha, alright.

Extrac,t.21
T. Now, let's take question DUm.ar four (X2)

English is not so hard as lSihs •••
S. Maths is llarder than English

1.1/2.2 T. Rh, yes. Now there is • change in compaai8on
here. What is the difference we made here ?Yes, please

S. Not use more
1.1/2.1 T.

S.
1.5/1.1/1.6/2.1 T.

S.
1.5/1.1/2.1 T.

SSe
1.5/1.1/4.2 T.

S.
11.2 T.

S.
11.2 T.

S.
1~1/l.5/1l.1 T.

Yes. ~?
Because Aaid is one syllable
One syllaile, Jes. With one syllai1e wordsinstead of more or less we add what? 'er' and
in the superlative degree? .
e-s-t-
We add e - s - t , alright. But after it we
have what ?
Than
Than, alright. Maths is harder than inglish,
alright? Now we are goiIl&to have Bngland.
eh ••• '51 (L ( tr : ok, )
BnglisA is less harder than Mathe
Enelish is less ?
Harder than Maths'
Is less ?
English is less hard than Maths
Yes, English is 1ess hard. Not ••• you don'tsay harder.



T.

5.
11.2 T.

5.
10.3 T.

s.
11.2 T.

S.
8.2 T.

S.
1.1/1.5/4.1 T.

S.
1.1/1.5 T.

T.
S.

1.1/1.5/2.2 T.

s.
9.6 T.

S.

1.1/2.2 T.

S.
9.6 T.

S.
2.1/15 T.

•••• ¥ c'-e.··' '").. '_

-io~
Ixtract 28

• f

Let l1S say that they are both hard (1(2).Yes,
please
Bnglish is ~2) not so hard as Mathe
BJ:'lBlishis
English is so hard as Mathe
Well, Yes. yoursentence is correct, but what
I said was·what ? ••• Let l1S aa:r that both are
*he same ••• They are equally .hard
Bnglish is not as hard as Mathe
English is
not as hard as Maths
YOllare saying the same thing what she is
saying. Yes, please.
English is as hard as Maths
Yes, English is as hard as Maths or ?
MatJ::lsis so hard as English
Yes, .Mathe. is so hard as English

Extract 2.2
Before we dIacuaa tell me the answer 1'011 gave
Beliefs and teachings of a political party
Yes, doctrine is·thebelief and teaching of a
Political Party ••• What do YOllu.nderst.and when
we say the beliefs and teachings of a Political
Party ? .
It's a Political principle that a p01itical
party XX
I couJ.d.n't hear
It's a Political principle that a political
party follows or PQrslle4
Alright. Can we give examples as how a polit-
ical. part,. usee the doctrine ,
XX
eh ?
Propaganda
And what's that Propaganda? YOllhave to
elaborate what it means (offers the answer by
giving extended examples) .



55.
1.1/1.5 T.

1.1/1.5

!.
S.

1.5/2.2 T.

s.
11.2 !.

s.
15 T.

s.
9.6 !.

s.
1.5 T.

"
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Bxtract 30

Do you. think these farmers will su.pport this
party?
Yes.
Yes. Will su.pport the party

T.
S.
T.

Bxtract l-l:
What's policy? (x2). Yas
A plan of action made in a political party
Yes a plan of action fOnR~ated and issu.ed
by twrites on BB) a plan of action :rormu.lated
meaning has formu.la (x2) and issu.ed, given by
a political panty_

Bxtract .32
And the :rarmers are going to be given whalt ?
Land
They are going to-be given land where t...,
can produce eh ••• what ever they like. To
do this ••• to produ.ce, eh, whatevery they
like. To do this (x2) to give them -the landhas to come from where ? (x2)

The land.has to come from the government
Ih, well, if it is a :reu.d!listcountry theland is already
It mu.stbe expropriated from the boargeoas&a
If it ia a feudoburgeoisie, it is with the
land .lIll8rs. Then the land will \e taken
from the land owners and distribu.ted among
the what '1 The farmers, alright ?

Extract 3.3

Alright. So, shall we go to the third one '1
••• Firat let's see you.r example ••• YOllranswer. Yes, please
XX.
No, I didn't hear
Antagonistic attitu.des between different races
Attitudes Detween (finishes the sentence Drwriting on BB)



A race.
Mankind.
Bm •••. Mankind.. Well, mankind is a race, of
course. But let's narrow it, let's bring it
very XX

S. Competition between two groups
8.1/11.1/10.2/ll.3 T. Bm ~.; It is not a com : : : What ~ are sayingis ••• we have not discussed racial.' Now, what

do we mean by race ? Now, for instance, such
. kind. of people are this race? Alright? How

do you group pe op1e as in a race or pu.tthem in
a race ? '

T.
S.

1.1/J..5/2.1 T.
S.

1.5/2.1 T.
SSe

J..5/2.1 T.
S.

4.5/2.2 T.

s.
8.1/ll.1/1l.2 T.

S.
1.5/4.1 T.

S.
1.5/4.J. T.

S.
16.1 T.

S.
1.5/1.1/4.1 T.

S.

f" .
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Bxtract Ji

Now, racial. Is it noun, ver'bor an adjective?
It'e an adjective.
Yes, it's an adjective. Now, what's the noun
form of racial ?
Race.
Race. 'R - a - c e. Race. So, when we sayracial, it means of what? It means of
Race

Yes

xx
No,'no. That's ••• discrimination is differ-ent, alright? The people, alright.
People who have different origin.
They have different origin. Now the difference
in origin can be put together with some
characteristics, alright? What are the
characteristics we have to put? Rh ••• in
order to differentiate one race from the other••• ~x. (tr: o.k.)
Culture and language
Culture ••• language and they have the same
language, they share the same cuItllTeand also
Color
Well, color. Well, most of the time, yes.And there is another thing also
The attitude of different people
The attitudes, may be, yes. More or lessthe same
Religion,
Religion, yes. And there is one aore
State of development



9.6 f.
S.

1.5/4.1 T.

S.
1.5/1.1 T.

S.
11.1 T.

S.
12 T.

S.
11.2 T.

1.1/1.5/14

S.
T.
S.

8.1/1l.1A.O•.1 T.

9.6

S.
8• .1 !.

s.
!.15

••s.
9.6 f.

S.
1.5/4l/2.2 T.

S.
9.6 !.

S.
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Yes ?
State of development
State of development also. There is one more
important thin&
Society.
Society, alright. Bh
Clllture
Well we have already said cw.ture
Their type.
~x.(tra o,k.) Yes.
Sex
Nowthere is' one thing is their seographical •••

S. Sit~ation
~.~ Yes, the situation. Now,what is the equiva-

lent for race in Amharic?
XX

Bh ? .
~~,q,£;9U~9'O (tr: running contest)
No. That is... racing is 'IrA ?l W#>;Q1'A"ro (tr s
rwming contest ) But we are not talking
about this one. Race in Amharic is
He (tr: race)
Not • H~' But yes
xx .. '
B.m ••• well it could De, 'bat ;v LLJ (tr:
tribe ) is muchDetter.

Bxtract J5
SO 1et·s take two people here, two races. Yes
XX
Yes, Yes ?
The Gur8.!es and the Oromos.
The Gurages and the: Oromos, right. But, ea,
alright, let's take them, alright? But taey
are most of the time they live peaceftlll7.
But w., not take two races that are most of
the time at war in our count174t1If you go to
Harrar, there are someraces that are al.ways
••• eh :ss
Isas
Yes ?
lsas



, I r

1.5/£.1 f.
S$.

1.5/1.1 f.

T.
"s.

1.5/2.2 T.

..S.
16.2 T.

s.
10.3 T.

s.
1.5i2.2 T.

s.
9.6 T.

s.
1.5/2.2 T.

1 •.1/1.5 T.
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The lsas and the ?
The Afars,
The Afars, alright.

Extract 36

So antagonistic is what ?
Conflict
It is a conflict. They don't agree. So.'they·
have aritaeonistic feelings (x2), alright. Now,
if you have read this in yoar .ook, there is
an antagonistic feeling with who ?
Aparthe id ;.....-::::'.:~,
Bh? Apartheid is n ::: ~

S.

Extract 37

What's apartheid ••• Is apartheid a doctrine
or a policy ?
Policy
Is it a policy ?
Doctrine
It is a doctrine ••• what are the Policy ell
for apartheid ?
Racial segregations
Rh. ?
Racial segregation
The racial's8&r8gation a8tweenthe whites and
the blacks; the no~whites. Now, apartheid
is a policy ••• the doctrine and the policy
are tae different ways of pl1ttin&eh thediscrimination. How do they do it? '
The non - whites are not allowed to partiCipatein any political party.
Yes, the non - whites are not allowed to
participate in any political party.

Extract J8
f. The non - whites shou.ldsltow
S. The non - whites shouldn't go from one placeto another



1.5/2.2 T.
s.

15/14 T.

SSe
1.5 T.

T.
SSe

1.5/2~2 T~

SSe
1.5 T.

S.
1.5/2.2 T.

SSe
1.5/2.2 T.

S.
10.3 T.

S.
1.1/1.5/2.2 T.

SSe
1.5/1.1 T.

/'

Fromone area to another. . If t~ do, what
do they have t~.__~,how? A pass •••
They have to show a
A pass ltook meaning he is' •• ~ now, if we take
Addis ADaD&if you want to go to Merkato
you'll have to carry with you somethi1'l&. You
have to have
Pas~ book
You!It haYe to show the passDook to the poliCB.~

llxtract J2
SO this is what ?
Policy.
This is their policy. A white or non-white
person is not allowed to travel witk a white
person in the .u.s. This is what 8,&ain
Pollcy
It is policy (x2)

T.
Ixtract ~O

There is a racial or antagonistic feeling
_etween-the non-whites and the wAftes. Now,
what ••• wllich countries

Soa.thAfrica
It is Sou.th Africa. Does tltis lIlean that
tkere is no discrimination in &n7 other
country?
No
Ih ••• There is discrimination. Do we have
any disciJDination in 0lU' country ?
No, we don't.
Wedon't haYe any discrimination? ••• There
is aomskind of discrimination
Racial di~crimjn&tion
Yes. Wehave from ens -race to anoth.er there
is aomediscrtmination~ Somepeople are
engaged in makine pots. You look at them
as in what form? Not equal wita
Others
The other people, alright.



T.
,S.

1.5/1.1/4.1 f.

S.
1.5/2.2 T.

s.
1.5 T.

s.
1.5 T.

S.
1.5 T.

S.
1.1 /1.5 /1.5 T.

T.
S.

16.1 T.

S.
4.l. T.

S.
l..1 T.
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Rxtract i!

What's th.emeanin& of domination?
To control '
To conto1, yes. In control. Not only control-
ling iut
Hljling force
Having force on (2) on yourself or is it on
some.ody ?
On somebody

On somebody.
To iJnpose someiody
To impose
Someiody'. "
Someaody •. Now, what's imposition?
Foroi~ others. to do somsthin&.
Yes, imposition,means'forcing others to do
somethill! I1nwilling!y. WAen'~iveare forced to
do something we don't like there is imposition.

Rxtract 42
Now let's come back to here. DOmination, yes?
An Allthority
R•.••• domination, well, there is some kind
of authority
Being powerful
And? Not only ie ing powerfu.l iut
XX

Yes. Now, yes.

~xtract 4.l

T. Which ons is more in llll..Iger?
S• The non-whites

.1.5/2.1 T. Tke non-whites are mOre in numier than the
whites. And who is Bontrolling the country ?

S. Ths whites.
1.5/2.1 T. The whites. And who is powerfu.l ?

S. The whites



I /

1.5/2.2

1.1/1.5/2.2

1.1/1.5/2.1

1.5

T.
ss.

1.l/1~5 T.
s.

8.2/10.3 T.
55.

1.1/11.1 T.

s.
1.5 T.

s.
1.1/16.2 T.
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T. The whites are -more powerfu.l than the what ?
The no~whites. Now how can we say this?

S. The whites have got more weapons than thenozr.whites
T. Yes, the whites have-weapons, everything.

Are the non-whites ••• are they dominating
or are they .eing dominated? Yes

S. Being dominated
T. Yes, they are "being dominated. And who is

dominating ?
S. The white.
~. The white.

Bxtract 4!
The fifth one. Is it migrant or immigrant ?
Mig:rant
Yes, alright, Iligrant.
To m~e from one place
To mo~e from one place
No

Yes ?
to another.
to another. Is it ?

No. That's it has a different spel1ing for
that one
One_who moves from one place to another
Yes, it is-a person who moves from one place
to another. So what do yOQ say this is ?
Is it a nOQn or an adjective ?
Adjective
It is an adjective

Bxtract 42
Ato Girma is eh an Ethiopian migrant. What
does it tells as ?
His nationality is an Bthiopian
Yes. He has come from another country

Bxtract .i§.

f. The non-whites we said they are not allowed
to do what ?

S. They are not allowed to move from one placeto another



I
I
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1.1/1.5 T. Yes, they are not allowed to move from ons
place to another.

Bxtract *1
I .After they are engaged are they allowed to

come .ack and live with their family ?
.S. They are formidden

1.5/2.1~hey are for.idden to come .ack to their place.
For how long have they to stay in the area
where they are ?

S. For a fixed day

T.

1.5/2.1 T. For a fixed day ••• so are these people truly
migrants?

S. NOt they are not
2.1 T. ,Why ?.

S. Becau~e that is th.eir country
1.1/1.5 T. Yes, 'because they're living in their country •

.-
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Appendix IV
.Bxtracts From the Classroom Talk of T4

Cate!:ories
Identified

Text

SSe

11.3 T.
S.

9.3 T.
s.

9.1 T.
S.

12 T.
S.

Extract·~
-T. Num.er 1. Why did the old lIllS areakdown on

the hill ?
Th.e old 1Il1S. areak doYm on the hill since the
roads was.up and down
Is this ••• Is the question in present tenseor in past tense ?
Past tense
The answer must be given in past tense
Since the road was worn out the old bus broke
down on the hill
Broken? Any other ?
Since the road was worn out the old b~8 broken
down on the hill
Again. please
Since the road was worn out the old bus brokendown on the hill
Sisay
Since the road worked for a long time break
down on the hill

s.

(Silence) yes
Since the road was u.pand down the old busbreak: down on the hill

10.3 T. Break or broke ?

8.4 T.
s.

SSe
14 T.

SSe
1.5/1.1/2.2 T.

S.

Broke
Since the road was up and down the old bus
Broke down
Broke down. Yes. that's better.fhe old bus
broke down since the road was ap and down.
You can bring the adverbial clause .~ the
beginning of the sentence.Who ~ bring? Yes'
Since the road was up and down, the old bu.sbreak down
Break down ?
Broke down
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1.5/1.1/2.1 T. Broke down, yes. Where should I put the
comma?

S. The ,road was up and down.
T. Yes, up and down.

SSe '
1.5/2.2 T.

8.1 T.
S.

8.4 T.

9.3/8.l/15/10.3 T.

6 T
S.

6 T.

Bxtract :!2

T. Why does Mintwab weep? Is this qu.estion in
present tense or in past tense ?
Present tense-
hesent tense~ Your- answer must be given in
Present tense. Bh ••• -Nigussu
Since hers -£ather was ••• since hers father
dies Mintwab weeps
No. Yes?
Mintwab weeps since her father is dead
(Silence) --,
Why does ••• Mintwab weep? Since hsr fatherdied she was weep
She was weep'? No. Mintwaa weeps since sha
is very sick. And you can give other reasons.
Now who can bring the adverbial caluse at the
beginning o~ the sentence.
Since she is marr'ied

S.

s.

S. Si;7-
Ij ,es.

Mmtwab (2) was /I
,fsince Mintwab

answer on BB)
(writes the

Extract 2Q

T. Why did you tee1 dizzy? 'Nny? Yes?
S. I felt dizzy since I was sick

9.6 T. I felt (2) dizzy since
S. I was sick

1.5/4.1 T. I felt dizzy since I was sick. Yes, another?
S. Since I were (x2) live in Gondar

11.2 T. Since?
S. Since (x2) I were live in Gondar, I felt dizq

11.2 T. Since?



S.
8.4 T.

S.
, T.

1.5/1.1/4.1T.
S.

11.2 T.
S.

8.4 T.
S.

12 T.
S.

6 T.

S.
6 T.

S.
6) T.

S.
8.4 T.

S.
9.6 T.

S.
6 T.
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I were .live in Gondar
(Silence)
You did feel dizzy since '/I .

. . .. . ¥ No.J'~felt dizzy
Since the weather wss·bad'(x2). I felt dizzy
since I didn't take ·cot~e. I felt dizzy since
I ate muea, So many reasons.

Bxtract 51

S.

The' next one, whY did the crew members revolt
against their captain ?
The crew members revolted against their cap •••
captain since he was very bad leader.
Since he was very bad, yes. .An1 other ?
The crew members revolt against since (xz)
their (x2) leader was bad
The crew members
The crew (x2) members revolt since their
leader was bad
(Silence) Rh, yes.
XX
Yes
The crew members revolted agains~ .

.~ yes, revolted.The crew members revolted againSt?
Thus captains since their~

1/ Thus captains ?

S.

ThtlE}J
ITheir or thus ?

Their ca.ptain since the ship was xx:
(Silence) Yes?
The crew members revolted
Please read your answer loudly, please
The crew (Pron: K r' : W; ) members revoltedp

1/ Tlte
crew
The crew members revolted against their captain
wince he was bad person
!he crew members reTolted agaiBst their captain
since Ae was bad person.
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Bxtract'l2

Why she insists on ~laying the piano? Yes?
Since she was free to work she.is XX
Since she
Since she was fDea to work (x2) she insisted on
playing the piano.
(Silence) yes?
She insisted on p1ayin8 the piano since tlle xx:
Anyother ?
She insisted on playing the piano since XX
No
Since/! -.

1/ No.
Ske insisted on-l'laying the piano since she i~_
great interest on it
Since she has great interestpni~-(x2) She
insisted (i2) on playing the piano. Any other,
any other r,eason.?

S. She insisted on playing piano. Sae didn't play
.piano.

12 T. (.ominates another student)
S. Since she was--interested she is interested on

playiA& (x2)-.Ae piano
8.1/15 T. No, insisted. Past form

T.
S.

11.2 T.
S.

8.4 f.
S.

12 T.
s.

8.1 T.
s.

6 T.
S.

9.4- T.

12

6

12

11.2

12

6

T.
s.
T.
s.
T.
S.

Extra~-2J

Whycan't they help us tomorrow? Why?
They can't help us tomorrowsince they were busy
(Nominates)
Since thel (x2) went tOI .

f aance

T.
They went to
Nigussu. First stand properly. Since
Since they want to play foot ball they can't
helped us tomorrow
Since
Since they want to play foot ball they can't
h.elped us tomorrow
Em :::(nomination)
They help us tomorrowsince//

If They help us 'I

S.

!.
S.

T.
S.
T.



,
6

6

6

15

" .
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very sick, I want to see a doctor. The
present tense.

T.
S.

Extract 56
Why did they postpone the picnic? Why?
They postponed the picnic (.Fron: PI: S )
since there was~

/IEh? What? Picnic?
Has postponed (X2) II

-1/ The picnic
The picnic since cannot ~

// Cannot ? ••• Em :::
They posponed the~picnic since they XX break-
fast
They postponed (cOfilpletesthe answer on BB)

T.
S.
T.
S.
T.
S.

T.

Extract 51
T. Why did the students laugh ?
S. Since the teacher was laughing the s'tuderrt s

laugh
1.5/~.1 T. Since the teacher was laughing the students,

laugh. Any other reason?
S. Since the teacher told them a story the

students laughed
1.5/1.1 T. Since the teacher told them a story the

students laughed, yes .•

,.
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Appendix V

Extracts from the C1asstoom Talk of T5

categories
Identified

Text

T.
s.

1.1/1.5 !.

Bxtract 5~

What's the meaning of doctrine ?
Beli~fa and. teachings of a political party
Yeah, beliefs and.teachings of a p01itic4
party

Extract ~
T. What's policy
S. Plan of action formulated and issaed by a

po1itical.party
1.1/1.5 T. !'ea, policy we mean plan of action formalated

and issaed by a politica~ party,

!xtract 60
T. Racial means what ?
S. Antagonise

1.1/1,5 T. Yes, racial means antagonistic attitade "etween
different races,

T.
S,

1.1/1.5 T.

!.
S.

1.1/1.5 !.

I
r..

Bxtraot 61
Namber fOQr, domination
Dominating or being dominated
Yes, domination means dominating or being
dominated

Rxtract '2
Nwaber five, migrant means
One. who moves trom one place to another.
;8s~~,~mi~rantmag (%3) one who moves from

. ~,_~_-I. •



10.2

1.1/1.5/4.1 T.
S.

1.5/1.' T.

T.
S.

1.5/4.1 f.
S.

1.5/2.1 T.
S.

1.5/1.1/4.1 T.

~124.-

one place to another

Extract 63

f. What~B antagonistic mean ?
S. Enemy ..
T. Antagonistic?
S. EnetIW.
T. Enemy',·ok;' "Antagonistic. When we sq

ahtagoil1stic idea; what does tllatmean ?
Antagonistic idea, yes

S. To De against·
T. To De against, right.

Extract 61;

S.

How'do you use the wora impose in a sentence ?
Imposed, yes
Good leaders impose their interests upon thepeople (rT~11:l.Ct--:'~-Right.- What. else?
The government of Ethiopia imposes the Incoae.
tax on the workers.
Tlte government of Ithiop'.a imposes .lI.1gh tax
on the people, alright, t8s, impose
I .must.perform'~ (x2) task tla.atbs Deen
imposed. upon 818 .

Alright, imposed upon me, possible. Yes?
Europeans imp56e African people XX
TlteEuropeans are imposill& ••• the European
people are imposing Africa that means they aremaking pressOre upon our selYes

s.

~xtract 65

What· s the meanin& of to saf8&uard. Yes
Protection
Protection or yes ?
Defend.'
Delend. How do you use it in a sentence ?
fA8 parents ~t to aa.:o!~~« ~"ir cll11W:'en
Parents bave tla.eob1i!;ation to safegWU'd th.eir



i ' .,... ~.

children ••• To safeguard, yes
S. We have to safe&uard our forests

1.5/1.1/4.1 T. we have to safeguard our forests, right.
o.j,

S.
1.1/1.5 T.

T.
S.

1.5/1.1/4.1 T.
S.

1.5/1.1/4.1 T.
S.

1.5/1.1/1.2./4.1 T.
S.

1.5/2.1 T.

s.
1.1/1.5/4.1 !.

T.
S.

10.2 T.
S.

1.1/2.1 T.
S.

World people to safeguard trom AIDS
World people should be agitated to safeguard
themse1"fes and their chilCren from AIDS, yes ?
We have to safeguard our cOllntryfrom enemies
Yes, we' have to safeguard our countI7 from
enemies.

l!xtract 66

s.

Number 3, ruthless, yes
Cruel.
Cruel, right, yes?
Unkind.
Unkind, right, yes ?
Showing no mercy.
Ih.owin~f-nomercy, right. Good. Goodexplanation, yes ?
Have no.humanity
No humanity, right. Or a Dru~ ••• baiD&ruthless or he is a ruthless man means he is
brutual, unkind and merciless. Use it in a
sentence
He is so r~thless that he didn't forgive us
Yes, he is sO'ruthless that he didn't forgive
us. Ruthless, yes
The sedond world war Hitler follows a ruthless
policy
The second world war Hitler was following aruthless policy

Extract 61

Yes, brutality, brutality, yes
Cruel (]?ron:k r is w el 1..0)

Alright, he said?
Cruel
Alri&ht, How do you use it in a s~ntence ?
The fascists treated their people brutall7



1.1/1.5/2.2 T.

s.
2.3 T.

T.
S.

1.5/1.1/2.1 T.
s.

9.0 T.
S.

1.1/4.1 T.
S.

1.1/4.1 T.
S.

1.1/1.5 T.

12f~
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Yes ;--the-fascists treated their people
brutally. The Apartheid policy ••• Apartheid
policy
Treats -.
Treats the nOD-whites brutally. Tke Apartheid
policy treats the black people or the no~whites brutally. That means they are treati!l&
them as·sub-humanly. They don't consider thamas hwnanly

Extract 68
Alright, to undermine (x3) yes.
Weaken graduall1.
Weaken gradually, o.k. How do you use in a
sentence (xz)
The eMmy force XX in undermining the unity of
the revolutionary army
Say it very lead. Laud. Come on
Enemy forc~ never stops XX to undermine the
unity of the-revell.1tionary artq
Alright, o.k. yes, yes
Hussein,was.u.ndermined by me
Alright, yes
Teachers shouldn't undermine the effect of
their students
Alright, teachers shou.ldn't undermine the
effect of their students

Extract ,~
T. What's the meaning of to foster
S. To help the growth and development of

1.1 T. Alright
S. War fosters poverty and disease

1.1/1.5 T. Alright, ~ (x2) fosters poverty and disease

Bxtract 70 .
T. Whick is the right word that fills ~e givendash, yes:..~.
S. Most colonizers said that the purpose of their

coming to Africa was to help the Africans, butthis was not true. It was onlJ a pretext.
1.5 T. It was only a pretext
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Extract 73:

T. Right ,.,-IlWIlDer2
S. !htJ-wh1t'esand the non-whites in soath Africa

dO:.1not'live 'Iir the" same area'. Bach lives in
its-own.reservations

1.5/1.1 T. In its ownreservation, right.

Bxtract 72
!. Number3, -
S. In Yekatit 1966, there 'emerged a-great maaa

.uprising.' This'sovereignty- Aklilu Habtewold,
the then Prime 'Minister, and his CalIinet
Ministers to resign. '

10.3 T. Is this the word to be filled in that place '1
Is it, sovereignty or anJ word? yes

S. In Jekatit 1966, there emerged a great mass
. Ilprisin!. "This ~"ompelled'Akli111Ha'btewo1d,

the then Prime -Minister and his cabinet
Ministers-to resign

lQl/1.5 T. Right, compelled.

Extract 7,1
T. Howdo you make sentence number one '1 yes

10u.dl.7
S. The foreign minister made a long speech on

forei!n policy of the cou.nt17••
1.1/1.5 T. Yes, the foreign minister made a lon& sppech

on the foreign policy of the country-.

ixtract 11
T. Nu.mber2.,
S. If you want to safeguard the gains of the

revolution, you.have to install the right
people in the right place

1.1/1.5/2.1 T. Right, the right people ••• you haTe to install~.
the right people in the rigAt place. What's
the meaning of install '1
Establish,
Istablish. Whatelse '1
Appoint
Eh ?
Appoint (x2)

s.
1.5/4.1 T.

S.
9.' T.

S.



9.6 T. To 1------
S. To appoint.

1.5/4.2 T. To-apPoint. According to the given
sentence --whatelee ?

S. Fix -$ machine-
1.1/1.5 T. Yeah, to-fiX for all electrical things,for-example,-- ,

Plug lma. so and so forth. We can iIllttall
in a studie: -:

Bxtract 75
T. Number 3 - -
s. 'It is -true that racial discrimination

ie practical in many parte of Africa
1.5 T. It 'is true'that racial discrimination is

practiced in many part of Africa

Bxtract l'

T. O.k. -Nwn"aer-4-
S. Food-scarcity is always used as a pretext for

the increasing of food prices

1.1/2.2 T. Right. - What· s the meaning of scarcity ?
Scare and scarcity (x2) Walia Ibex is ascare animal in Bthiopia and in allover
the world. Scare is

-.

S. Rare
1.5/2.2 T. Scare means rare. How about items of food?What about items of food ? Interms of food,ell.

S. Shortage,
1.5/1.1 T. Shortage-, right. Shorta.&e. Lack of avail-ability is again shortage.

Bxtract 17

7/9.5/14

!. Now, number five
S. We are determined (Pron: d.terM.o./",d ) to

fight &&ainst the enemy of reactionaI7 socialcustoms,
!. Alright, we are determined (Pron: d,t3: M ,,,d )

iverybody determined
SSe Determined
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1.5/2.1 T.· Alright, we are determined to figllt against
domination of reactionary social c~stoms.
What do we maan reactionary social customs ?
What are some of the reactionary socialCll.stoms?

S. Opposing social customs. Opposing

2.1/15 T. In what sense' (gives answer)

T.
s.

10.3 T.
SSe

12 T.
S.

Ixtract 1~

Now, let's go to the sixth exercise. Nwnber 6,
yes
Whether to fight for the oppressed masses or'
notis.a.matter of selfishness
It is ••• Is it a matter of selfishness '1
No
Bh
Whether to fi&ht for the welfare (Pron: )
of the oppressed masses or not is or matter of
doctrine

!. Yes, selfishness and welfare (Pron: )
Welfare (x2) is the right pronunciation of the
given word. Alright, whether to fight for the
welfare of the oppressed masses or not is a
matter of doctrine

Extract 79

T. Nwnber 7
S. The soverigntl:',(Pron: s!)variti ) of thecou.ntryis.ll.nqll.estionable

9.5/14 T. Soverignty. Everybody soverignty
SSe Soverignty

1.1/2.1 T. Aa!ght. What do we mean 1»y the word
soverignty

S. UnitY'
1.5 T. UnitY'or integrity is our sovereignty, our

oneness

Bxtract 80
T. O.k. numaer 8
S. The patient can't endure the pain. You must

get him a pain killer
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1.5 T. The law forbids them to do so

Extract 86
T. Number 4. Yes
S. In south Africa, a no~white South·African

cannot marry a white South African. This is
because.the law forbids them to do so.

1.1/1.5 T. Alright, In 80uth Africa, ano~white South
African c~~otmarry a white SoutA African
This is because the law forbids them to do so.

Extract 87
)

T. Nwnber 5.· Yes.
S. In Bthiopia, people (x2) cannot own extra-

houses; this is because the law for.ids them
to do so.

1.5 T. This is because the law forbids them to do so

Bxtract 88
T. Number'
S. In Ethiopia, people cannot sell land; because

o~the law forbids them to do so
1.5 T. This is because the law forbids them to do so

Bxtract ~~
T. Number 8. Yes
S. In many parts of the world, men cannot sell

their olfsprings because of this law forbids.
So ••• to do so

9.1 T.
S.

Say it again
In ma.Dy parts of the world, men cannot sell
theiroffspring~

ff Bh-hLlh
This is because the law forbids them to do so
Yes, the law.

6 T.
S.

1.1/1.5 T.
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!xtract 90

T. Who can do number 9. Question nuniber9. Yes,
yourself.

S. You cannot make hashish in Ethiopia; this is
because the law forbids them to do so.

1.5 T. You cannot make hashish in'ithiopiai this isbecause the law forbids them to do so.

!xtract 91

T. Number 10. Ten and the last-,
S. In our country 'we cannot :'lut.ntas we' like.

Thi~ is because the ,law forbids us to do so
1.~1.5 T. Yes, this is because the law forbids us to do so.

Extract 92

T. Who can tell us the meaning of offsprings ?
&IlIl one

S. Seasons
10.2 T. Offsprings?

S. XX
10.3 T. In what sense ?

S. Being racial.
8~ T. No. Yes?

S. Indbidual
8.1 T. No

S. Children
8.1 T. Not exactly. Hh

S. Give birth to

1.1/1.5 T. O.k. give birth. Bh, yes, anyone who can tryS. Its own child

16.2 T. Possible, but in its literal meaning it has •••
We can use it in two ways (Goes on explaining
in detail)
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Appendix VI
Extracts from the Classroom Talk of T,

--------~.---..---.,~---~----------------
Catesaries
Identified

Text

1.5/1.3

Extract 9.J

NwnBer 7
Old tradition has· deprived some
rights to eat meat -

T.oid tradition liasdprived some
"-:bights to -eat .meat

that's it.

T.
S. peop1e of their

peoples of their

Extract 9-1

T. NUl1iber8
S. The law has deprived the whites and the no~

whites of their right to go to the same school
1.5 T. The law has deprived the whites and the no~whites of their right to go to th.e same school

!xtract 95

T. Nine ••• Yes, girl
S. The law has deprived the capitalist COQntries

workers of their right to get according to their
ability & quality of work

1.5 T. The law has deprived the capitalist countries
workers of their right to get according to their
ability and quality of work

Bxtract 96

T.
s.

Nwnber ten. The last one
The law has deprived them of their right to
pur-sue (Pron: p r I 3 j tA )j'

1/ to ?
FLlrsI11

•••• "' -,_.-. • ,- "~.'-'" -,- y' • -- ••
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1.5/1.1 ~. Pursue, yes.
S. Their studies

1.5 T. Their studies

T.
S.

1.5/!jl T.
S.

1.1/1.5 T.

Extract 91
Apartheid safguards the interests of the non-
whites. Yes
False

False. Your evidence
Paragraph 2 ..
Yes, it's ••• the evidence is on paragraph 2

Extract 98-
T. Has apartheid made life difficult for blackSouth Africans '1 In complete sentence. Right,

yes, girl.
S. Apartheid made life difficult for black South

Africans
1.5 T. Apartheid made life diffict1lt for black South

Africans

1.1/1.5

T.
s.

9.6 T.
s.

10.3 T.

Extract 99

T. Now, foreigners on paragraph 4, for example,
foreigners. Who can explain this '1

S. A person who comes from another place.
T. Yes, a perSon who comes from another place

or country.

Extract 100

Is it true or false '1 No~white Africans are
citizens of all Bantustans. Come on. Yes, boy.
Tru.e
Bh ?
Trtl8
Is it true '1 (X2) Non-White Africans are .
citizens of Bantustans. Is it true? Non.-white Afric8,ns are citi~ens Q..fBantu.stans. Is
this statement true or r&lse 1



1.5/14

1.5
SSe
!.

!r.
S.

1.1/1.5 T.
55.

1.5 !.

!.
S.

1.5/2.1 T.
S.

1.5/1.1/1.6 T.

T.
s.

10.3 T.
55.

1.5/2.1 !.
SSe

S.
1.5/1.6 T.

-135-

Accor4ing to the .reading passage. O.k. boy.
S. False, -in paragraph four

It •••--thestatement· is false'accorcling to the
paragrpph fo~. So the second one ••• it is
False-

T.

,False. Evidence is
ence on paragraph 4 ••• you can get your evid-

Extract 101

O.k. number 3. Is it-true or .false .1
Fal.f;ie.The evidence is on paragraph (;
Yes, so-it is false. The evidence is on para-
graph •••
Four
Four

Extract 102

O.k. Four ••• yes
False-
False. . Paragraph ?
Paragraph seven-
Paragraph seven. Yes, it's false. Evidence ison paragraph 7. Paragraph 7 says what? (Ope.tl3
textbook) there is no equal p~ for equal'
qualification. So this statement is false.

Extract 103

O.k •.five. O.k.
True, Paragraph 8
Is it true? Is it true ?
Yes
Yes, it is[trueJ your evidence is on paragraph 1

true
Eight
The 1ast paragraph I think, eight. It sayswhat? All peace lovi..rl& countries (t-eadsto
textbook) so this statement is trQe.



.,-
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6
S. !he purpose of the Bant~//
!. II!laeBantuatana
S.Was to promote-tribal thinking and to

waAermiilethe -unity of the African population
in sOllthAfrica

!. Good.1.1

Extract 107

T••••. what are-they? Are they whites or no~
whites? Ok. they are

55. Non-whites
1.5 T. They are non-whites.

Extract 108

T. Why is the word 'whitet in paragraph. four
s p~t inside inUarted commas ? Why is it ?Yes
S. It does not really for whites

1.5/1.3 T. It -does not really mean whites. Yes.;that's
it.
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Appendix VII

Bxtracts from the Classroom Talk of T7

Categories
Identifiea

Text

Extract 10,2

T. Who can answer.this quesion-? Yes
S. You shoUld have -studied 'Wer1 hard. YOlliought

have ••• you ought -to have studied very hard,
Aowever, you studied very hard

T. (Silence)
S. You shoQld have studied very hard.

you didn't study
I.

However,

1.1/1.2/1.6 T.

9.1

1.1/1.2/1.6

Yes, very'~ood (x2) you shoUld have studied.
There?ore, you have-to charl8e,-right? , the
first part of the V ,'simp1e present tense,into the past tenselby 'llSing'what? YOLl should
have studied very har-d, howeveI"~';'you didn't,
alright? Therefore the first ••• the second
part of the sentence to explain that -the action
did not occur.

Extract 110

T.
S.

O.k. What about the second one ?
Everyone. ought to have done his share of work.
However, no one did
Again, again
Bveryone ought .to have done his share of work.
However, no one did.
Yes, very good. The sentence says what ?
Everyon$ ought to do his share of work. Yes,
correct. Therefore, when you change 'ought' to,
right, the past·tense form yoa-have to say
everyone, right, ought·to do ••• o~t to have
done his share of work, however, no one did

T.
S.

Extract III

f. Number 3



9.1 T.

6 T.

s.
6 T.

S.

8.1 T,.
S.

8.4 T.

8.4 T.
S.

6 T.
S.

8.1/15/11.1 T.

s.
1.5/1.1/1.6/1.2 T.

6
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.5. The janitor'shoUldn't have-(x2)-10ck the
door· (X2) ••• before the aoors ••• Howeier (2)
~janitor didn't. - .
Again, please. Look say after 'me, the janitor
shoQld lock the doors.before·he .1eaves
The janitor should have lock II .

!.7No. you say the
statement. Please say the .aanbence first
The janitor should lock the doorj,( .

. lithe doors 1
The doors before he leaves~ The janitor should
have locked the door .•~. the doors before he
leaves •. However, the janitor didn't.
No·1 no. Yes?
Th&!.': 'janitor should (x2) have locked the doors
before he leaves •. Hov~ver, h~ didn't lock
No. Yes? There is something.wrong. Yes?
The janitor (x3)'should'have locked the door
before he leaves. However (x2) the janitor
didn't lock.
(Silence) yes ?
The janitor should lock the doors mefore he
leaves •. However, he did not.
(Silence) yes.? .
The janitor should lock ~

. /,fThe janitor
The janitor"'shouldn't have -locked the·doors
before he leaves. However, he did ••• he didn't.
No. The answer should be, right? , the janitor
should have loaked the doors before he left.
Therefore, we did what? Change simple"present
tense into what? Past tense form, yes. The
janitor·~shouldhave·locked·the doors before he
left, however, eh ••• he •••
Didn't

Didn't, yes. The second part of the"sentence
should be however he didn't. ~aactly. Yes.

s.

S.

Extract 11..£

T.
S.
T.

Number 4
You ought to have telled the traffic polic,,;

//Makeyour voice loud



,S.

9.1

6

1.2/1.1/1.6

6

6
8.1/8.2/15

T.
S.

--t,40-
YOQoughtto'have tell the 'traffic police the
truth,aboQt the accident but he didn't tell
Again, again " ",
You ought to tell ••• YOQought to have'tell· ••'.yOQ ought to 'have told the traffic police 'v
about the accident. However ~ .,

, 1/ No. Allyone?
You ought to have told the traffic'police the
truth about the accident. However, he didn't
,teU· .
(Silence) Yes?
Yon ought to have told the traffic'police the
truth about the accident •. Ho~ver, yOQ didn't.
Rxactly. . Very good; Yes, you otlghtto ,iill{X2)
therefore have told.

T.
S.

T.
S.

T.

T.
S.

Bxtract III
O.k. let's go to guestion five (x2)
Amare shoUld'have sQbmitted his'application
before the end of the semester:.,.However,
didfi~t,(xat

T. Again, again
say it, sa:y,the answer.

S. Iapplication
howevey

Amare sboukd have su&mitted -his
before the end. of the semester;
She didn't eh ••• his work
No. Why did yOQ delete the word submitted ?
YOQ have to say Amare shoQld have sl1bmitted
his application before the end of the semester;
however he didn't

Rxtract ll,!
T. Nwnber 6
S. I think'yoa. ought to have came at once.

Howev$r, yOQ didn't came
9.1 T. Again, say it.

S. I think'yoQ ought to have came at once.However, YOI1 didn t t came
11.3 T. Now, look. Yotl'otl8ht(writes on BB) to haveat once. First, yo~'have to change the word

think. Then'yoQ'have to apply'the rest of
the sentence. Yes? Yes, you.

S. I think YOQought to (x2) have come at once •••came at once. He didn't (x2)



8.1

9.1

8.2/11.1

s.
ll.2 T.

S.
6 T.

s.
6 f.

T.
s.

8.1/8.2/9.1 T.
S.

6 l·
S.

6 T

1.1/1.2/1.5

-t:.4.t-

T.
s.

No. Yes, anyone ?
I think'you l~ht (x2);0 have came at once.
Howev~r, ,I, d ,"'. .
Again, 8&'in, .again, .' _.",
I think'you ought to have eame at once.
However, I did
Why don't you read the direction? Thedire ction says first you have to change the
verb int0 past tense forn,andadd anothersentence' to'make that' sure--that·'the action
did n~t occur. This.is,the.direction, right?
Why don't you do according to the direction ?
Yes
I thought'you o~ht· to have came at once'.
However,yoa didn't.
YOIl ought to
YOIl ought to have CaJIl~.

. .' . . If you ought
To have. ~ame at. once II t' "e' .'.

/I no earn. Yes. I thoU$ht
011 0 t'.to have come at once (xz) However,

you idn'.' 'Alrig t ? 'x2 ., This is the first•••
the second part 'of the,action indicates t~dt the
action didn't occur.

T.
S.

T.

Extract 1l5.

Number 7
Zakarias should run out of the house. However,
J[e. di,dn'.t,(X2) run out.
No, no, no; why do you repeat (x2) Again s83it Zakarias,
Zakarias should have run out of the hOUs8§

4'HowevEr
However, he didn't rtln out ~ .

~l stop. No, don'tadd any sentence after however he didn't. Yes
say it once again.

S. Zakarias shou.ldhave run out of the house.
How~ver, he didn't.

T. Yes, exactly.' Zakarias should'have run Olltof
the house. However, he didn't.



11.2

8.1

8.~

6

6

15

6

I.... .

.:
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Extract 116.
T.
S.
!.
S.

Let t s go onto ,question nwnber 8 ,.'
We should have all learned how bread is made
We should eh ?
We should have' all learned' how .(x2) bread
is made. However, you didn~(x2) learn

.0. Yes?
We should have all learned how bread is made~
However, we didn't

T. (Silence) yes ?
S. We should have all learnedJ,1 ,
T. . . 1/ please maKeyour

voice louder. Yes, we should all
S. We should bve all learned how#, '
T. .. II Anyother, Yes,

who can try. Yes
S. We should have all learned how bread is made.

However, We didn't
T. The answer shoul.d be what? have (xz) learnt.

should all' have learnt J eh ? -We shcukd all
have learnt how bread is made. However, we
didn't.

T.
S.

Bxtract 117

6

Number 9
The baby sister Should have to take care of
the small childrenl/ .

/I The baby sitter
Sitter should have ,to take' care of the small
children. However, he didn't
Again
Tha baby (x2) sitter ought ••• the baby sitter
should have'to·take care of the small
children ••• have to takell

II (grimace) Yes?
The baby sitter should have taken care of the
small children; however, they. didn't.
Make your'voice louder please. !he baby-
sitter ••• yes

S. The baby s1tter shoud have taken care of the
small children

S.

T.
s.
T.
s.

T.
S.

T.



, .'"

8.4

9.1

11.1/15

1.1/1.5

6

-

S.
T.
S.
T.
S.

T.
S.

T •

6

T.
S.

1.1/16.2 T.
S.

1.2/1.5 T.

-t43-
-,

However, they did,
(Silence) Anyone, yes? The baby
The baby sister should (x2)~ ,

//sitter (xz)
The baby sister should have take care of'
small children, however, she didn't care.
Again (X2) say it.
The baby sitter should have take care of the
small children. However, she didn't -care.
What's wrong with this sentence ?' Yes? It
has to be what ? - 'have taken; yes. The baby -
sitter should have 'taken care o~ the small
children. However, she didn't (x2)

Bxtract 118
T.
S.
T.

Nwnber 10
You o~t to have stop • •• stoPP~ke your
voice louder. Yes, again.

S. YOll ought (x2) to have stopped smoking
T. Yes, yOllought to have stopped smoking

Bxtract 11,2

Now, the first one ••• yes?
YOll,shouldn'thave studied very hard
Yes, yes. Again, say it
YOllshollldn'thave studied very hard
Exactly. You shouldn't have stlldiedveryhard.

Extract 120

T. Go back to page 31 Yes ••• yes
S. Bveryone ollghtto have to do his share of

work
9.6 T. Wkat?

S. Bveryone ollghtto have to do his share of work
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12 T. Yes?
S. -Bver~one ought not to have done his share of

work.
1.2/1.5 T. BXactly. Everyone ought'not to have done his

share of work, very good.

Extract 121
T. Question number 3
S. The janitor should not (x2) lock the doors

before he leaves
9.6 T. Yes? Make ,your voice louder

S. The jani ••• the janitor shouldn't (x2) have
lock the doors before he leaves

8.4 T. (Silence) yes?
S. The janitor shouldn't have locked the door

before .e leaves
11.3 T. Doors, it says, plural

S. Door
8.2 T. Whydo you say door, yes ?

S. XX
16.2 T. Read I

S. The janitor shouldn't have locked the doors
before he leaves

8.4 T. (Silence) Yes?
S. The janitor shouldn't have locked the doors

before he left
1.g/1.5 T. Exactly, the janitor shouldn't have locked the

doors before he left

Bxtract 122

T. Number 4
S. You ought not to have (x2) told ••• to have

tell the traffic police about the accident
9.1 T. Again

S. You ought not to have tel.1the traffic police
the truth about the accident.

6
S.
T.

-.Make'the word tell (writes on BB) change the
word. you said what ?
They ought not to have told~ .

f told, yes.
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S. The traffic police the truth about the
accident.

1.111.5 T. Good. You ought to have told-the traffic
police the truth about the accident

Extract 12,l

T. Number 5
S. Amara shouldn't have submitted his application

before the end of the semister
1.1/1.5 T. Yes, Amare shoul~·t have suaaitted his .

application befor~he end of the semester.

Extract 124;

T. Number 6
S. I think you ought (x2) not to came at once.
T. What? Number 6, I think you •••
S. I thinkyoll o~ht to not came at onee
T. (Silence) yes, anyone ?
S. I think yOIl ought to came at once.
T. (Silence) yes?
S. I thought you ought not to have come at once
T. Again
S. I think you. oLlghtnot to have came at once

9.5/li.l T. I thought (x2) YOIl ought not to have come at
once. Because it says change the verb.

T.
S.

9.1 T.
S.

8.4 T.
S.

Bxtra~*. 122.
O.k. Number 7
Zakarias shouldn't (xz) run out of the house
Again
Zakarias shouldn't run Olltof the hOllse
(Sil.ence) Yea
Zak. •• Zakarias shou1dn't have ru..nout of the

(x2) house
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,

1.2/1.5/116

6

8.4

8.4

1.1/1.5

a"' «m- h • J ! •••.• ,
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T. Exactly.' Zakar ias shouldn't have run out of
the house. - - --
You have-to '~e the past tense ••• that
is the correct way of doing the exercise

Extract 126

Number 8. Yes -'
We shouldn't have all learned howllibread. is male

1/ ~e shouldn tt;

We shouldn' t ~
learned.
(silence) Yes?
We shouldn't have learned how bread is r~dal

(Silence) Yes--?-
We shollldn' t have learned !'!2! (x2) bread is
made
(~ilence) yes ?
We should all learnt how bread is made
('silence). yes ?
We shouldn't have all Lear'nt how bread is made

s.
T.
S.
T.
S.

T.
S.
T.
S.

(Silence) -
You shouldn't have all learned how bread is
made.

T. (Silence) yes?
S. You, shouldn't have learnt (x2) how bread is made
T. Yes, you shouldn't have le~nt how bread is made.

T.
S.

Extract 121

T. Number 10 ••• Nine
S. You ought to (x2) have not stopped smoking

8.1/11.3 T. No, number 9
S. The baby (x2) sister ShOUldn~~

6 T. . - Not sister ••sitter
S. Sitter should have take care of the sm.all

children
8.4 T. (Silence) yes ?
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1.2/1.5

S. The baby sitter shouldn't have take care of
the small children

T. tSilence) yes?
S. The baby. sitter"shouldn't have taken care of

the small children
T. Exactly the baby sitter shouldn't have taken

care of the small chldren

Extract 128

1.2/1.5

T. N~ber 10, the last question
S. You ought not to have stopped smoking.
T. Exactly. You ought not to have stoppedsmoking

-1.1/1.5

!xtract l~
T. Number one. You should study very hard. Yes
S. Sho~d lOU (x2) have studied very hard
T. Yes, should you have studied very hard

IDstract1.l0

1.1/1.5

T. Two
S. Ought everyone have to do his share of work
T. Again
S. Ougbt everyone have done his share of work
T. Yes, ought everyone have done his share of work

Bxtract 131-
T. N~ber 3
S. Should (x2)

he leaves
8.1 T. No. Yes ?

S. You have the
6 T.

the janitor lock the doors before

janitor (x2) sho~d lock the ~oory
~okthe exampleB , Again ..

S. Should the janitor ••• Sllou.ldhave the janitor



Look the doors before he left
l~ T. Yes?

So. Shoul.dtM' janitor- 'have looked eh ••• the
- doors be ••••_before

6 T.- Not looked, sa:y locked
S. Locked.

1~5/14 T. Locked~Say.it once~ -Yes--
S. Shoul.d the janitor have looked (X2) the doors

oefore.he leaves -
9.5 T. Say locked,-not look

S. Should the janitor have looked th.e doors
oefore he2

T-. Not look, lock. say it-. stand. UP'.
lock~ s~ -

~ The janitor:· ••• Should the janitor have lockedf
T. ~gain

sB:¥ it
S. Should the janitor have locked the doors before

he leaves
T. Yes?
S. Shou.ld~he janitor have locked the doors oefore

he left.
f. ixactly. Shou.1dthe.- janitor have looked the

doors before he 1eft~

6

6

12-2

6

- ,,-'.
I ••

- 148 •.••

iktract 13~

!.
S.

Ok. Number4
Ought not you tell the police aboLtt the
acoident ?
Again

S~ -Ought not you (xz) told ••• have told the policel
abou.t the acoident.?
This is a questio~ It is a question simp~
Changetha-following sentences-into negatives?
Change into what ? QIlestions 'by looking tha\
examples•. Yes _. _
ought not •••. Ought you to ••• ou.dlt (x2) you
have to tell ••• told the trafficpOlice thel
about the 11_ .

/I - No,-no, no, yes
Ou&ht;you.have the traffic police the tr~

'; ~1Ckt! loU
•• <,'

s.



s.
6 T.

S.

6 T;
s.

.-9.1 T.
S.

1;.5 ~,
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HaV~ - --
.. To have

OUSht to you. have told //
~ ought you. to have

told ••• Yes?
The traffic police
accident, -, - .

Again, sa:y i~
OU8ht .you. to have
the accident
ought·you.'to'have
the:'accident, yes

the truth abou.t the

told the truth about

told the tru.th about

Extract 13,3

~'. Number 5
S. Should Amare has.to submit xx

9.6 T.' A~ain, please. Make ,your voice louder, please
S. Should have Amar-e ••• Should Amare' have

submitted his application before the end of,the.semester.
1.1/1.5 T. Yes, should Amare have submitted his

application before the end of the semester

Extract 134
T. Number 6
S. OU8ht I think you. to came at once

9.6 T. What ?
s. Ought (x3) I think you. to have came atonce

12 T. Yes
S. Ought I thought YOIl to aave came at once

1.5/14 T~ Ought I thoufht YOIl to have come at once(x2)
SS3' it once x2 again

S. Ought I thought yol.1to have come at once.
1.2 T. Exactly

Bxtract 132
T. Number 7. Yes
S. Zakarias have run out of the house.



1l~3/9.1 T.
S.

1.5 T.

8.1

12.

8.1

12

6

6

8.4/8.1

1.1/1.5

8.1

S.
T.
S.
T.
S.
T.
S.
T.
S.
T.
s.

T.
S.
!.
S.

-1·50:.-

Change it •. Yes, again
Should Zakarias run out of the aouse ?
ShouJ.dZakarias run out of the house?

Extract 13§.

T.
S.
T.

Nwnber8. Yes-
Weshould. all learn how.bread is made
What ?It says' change the following sentences
into· quesions, it says
We.sho~d all learn howbread is made
No, no, no. Yes?.
Should they all learned howbread is made
Yes
Should we have all learned howbread is made
No, Yes.
Should we have all learned howbread is mad~
Yes
Should (x2) we have// .

1/ Should we
Should we have learnt II

;YAll (x3) should we
Should we have all learned. howbread is made
(moves head side ways) No. Yes?
Should we have all ••• Shot1ldwe all have
learned howbread is made
Yes. Shou1d we all have learned how ••• leant
howbread is ma~e

Bxtract 131
T. Number9
S. Should the baby-sitter (x2) take care of the

small children ?
T. No. Yes
S. Should the baby-sitter have taken care of the

small children
T. Yes, should the bab1~sittar have taken care

of the small children.



8.l.

11.2

1.1/1.5

- 151 -

Extract 138

T. Number 10
S. Ought you have stopped smoking ?
T. No. Yes
S. Ought.you to have to stop smoking
T. Again, yes
S.' Ought you have (xz) to.-stop -smoking
T. Ought you to have. Say ,it 1
S. Ought you to have stopped smoking.
T. Yes, ought you to have stopped smoking.
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Appendix VIII
.. .

Extracts from the Classroom Talk of fa

Categories
Identified

Text

Kxtract 13,2

T. What does the.word heavy heart mean ?
S. Becoming unhappy.

1'.5/16.2 T. Becoming unhappy. Is he correct ?
SSe Yes

1.5 T. Yes

Extract 142,

T. Is there any other expresiions we discussedlast t'ime
S. XX

9.6 T. Say loud
S. Not sometimes

9.6 T. Not? ••• Say loud
S. Not some times

9.6 T. Not?
S. Sometimes

9.6 T. Sq it again. The expressions we discussed laSi
t!me. Who can remember

S. In tears.
1.5/2.1 T. In tears. Say it please in tears

SSe In tears
2.1 T. So what does the word in tear means ?

S. Weeping.
1.5/1.1 T. Weeping. In tear means weepin8 correct.

Ixtract 141
T. AnT other expressions we discussed lait time
S. Sobbing.

1.5 ~. Sobbing. That's the same to weeping.



9.6

1.5/1.1/2.1

6

1.5/1.1

- 153 -

Jxtract 1~

T.
S.
T.
S.
T.
S.
T.

What does it mean? Tear oneself away from
fo be separate
To be
Separate
Or
Depart frOIl,
Depart from, good. can you make a sentence
asing depart ..from-
The man depart from Addis (x2)
A man departed from
Addis
O.k. anyot her
Abebe is depart fromh

~bebe departed from

S.
T.
S.
T.
S.
T.
S.
T.

The army.
The a:!'m:/.- departed. O.k. yes, we can sa:y the
boy refused to depart from his mother

Bxtract 14,.3

T. The answer will be as though he were (xz)
SSe In a hurry.

1.5 T. In a hurry.

Bxtract 144

T. Which part is the adverb clause of manner
S. He were a teacher

9.3/10.1 T. He were a teacher? The adverD clause of
manner. Yes

S. As if he were a teacher-
1.5/1.6 T. As if he were a teacher. This part we call

them the adverb clause of manner

Bxtract 14.2.
T. Can you tell me which part is the adverb

clause of manner
S. As to which he were a doctor



9.6 T.
s.

9.6 T.
s.

6> T.
S.

1.5/2.1 T.

S.
11.2 T.

SSe
5 f.

SSe
1~5/1.6 !.

- 154 -

Say loud _
As to which he were a doctor
)gain. Say it loud
As to which //

// As though
As though he were a doctor.
As tnoUgh he ware a doctor. This part is
what kind of clause ?
Adverb clau.se
Adverb clau.se of
Manner
As thoQgh he wer~ a doctor; The -nurse acts
as though he were a doctor. Is he a doctor ?
No.
No, bu.tthe way he acts; the way he treats
the patient-this is like a doctor but he .
is not a toctor

Extract 142,
!. Which part is the verb ? Yes
S. Ate

1.5 T. Ate is the verb

Extract 141
T. Number 2
S. XX

9.6 T. Say lou.d
S. Wrote

1.5 T. Wrote

Bxtract-l4..§.
T. Three. Sentence three
S. Played (xz)

1.5 !. Played

Bxtract 142
f. The adverb clau.ss·of manner modifies aeremodifies the word. What does the word modif,y

mean



1.5/1.6

T.

SSe
14 T. '

SSe
1~6 T.

1('"
! '.
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S. XX
T. In Bng1isA. Modify means
S. Sho"
T. To show or qualify. If qualifies the verb.

Bxtrag 150

Can we'sa:y irtthis way? Sl1bject and verb."
Did theY' agree ?
No
He,were a stu.dent-. can we say in this way ?
No, no.,
Wedon't say. -This is gra.mtnatically"wrong.
This is thircl person 'sin&ular.'·Rather 'it
shou.1dbe he is''or was a stl1dent rather he was
a stu.dent we say "

Bxtract 151

T. Is ahe really hwlgry ?
SSe No.
T. No. That's the waysH sats.· Weare t$.lking

the wa:yshe eeis, but she is not hl1ngry.

f.
S.

9~6 !.
S.

9.6 T.
S.

45/2~1 T.

S.
~;5/2~1 T.

SSe
1':~2' T.

S.
1~5/2~1 f.

Rtctract 152

Whocan read this example ?
He read as I read
Say it again
He read as I read
He read as
I read
He read as I read. O.k. Tell me the subordinate
Clause,
As I read.
As I read., As I read is what kind of c1al1se
Sl1bordinat, clause
Oneby one, raise your hand
Subordinate Clause.
Subordinate clause.. Whichone is the conjunction
which introduces this clause?
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S. The word as
1~5 T. The word as

~ract 153

Read. the whole sentence first ..
Do not (xz) trollble to change lOur shoes,
come just .as1'ol1.are··· .. '0· ••••

As YOll' are .lIo -not· ·trollble .to··change your shoes;
come·Ojustas you are, which part is the
subbordinate clallse ?
As you.are
Sf\Y loud
As (prOtt: ce. s ) you are °

As (prolt: d z.) you are. Say it a&ain. As

As yoti.are. . . ... "·0

So as you are is sllbordirtate clause. Which
one is the conjanction which introduces the
clause .0 ••

S. As .- (Pron: ees)
9'.'5 T. As (xz) say it as

SS. As

T.
S.

l!~5/2~1 T.

S.
9.6 T.

s.
1~5/2.1 T.

S5.
1·~5/2.1 T.

T.
5.

~5/2.1 T.

SSe
2.1 T.

SSe
1~1/2~1 T.

S.
1.5 T.

SSe
2.1 !.

S.
9.5 T.

Extract. 154

Number2•. Read loud
The .mechanic walks !!!. (2). if he were lame~.
The mechanic walks as if he were lame. O.k.
Is he really lame 7
No
Is he really lame ?
No.
No. But the wa:y' he "actis , O.k. which part
is the suboz-da.naaeclause
As if he were lame
As if he were
Lame
And the conjunction
As

As •• '. not only as ~•• as if (x2)
I
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1.5/1.J./2~1

1.5 -

9.5/9.1

1.1/1.5/2.1

10.1

S.
T.
S.

_T.

- 151 -

Bxtract 155

T. Three
S. XX
T. Read loud
S. The dresser acts (x2) as if (x2) he were a

doctor
!. O.k. - which part is the adverb c1a~se of

.manner 1- -', -- --
S. As if he were a doctor.
T. As if he 'were a 'd6ctor~ - -Good,' good;-'o'.k.

which one -is the conjunction which introdu.ces
the clause 1

S. As if
T. As if

Rxtract 12.6

T.
S.

- ;,

Nwnber 4,
He frowned as though (Pron: .s u
hungry
Say it again
He frowned as though (Pron: .s LA :
hungry.

He frowned as: though he were hllIlgry. Say it
as though
As though (~on: .s 0

Say it again
As though, (Pron: ~ d U ) - he were bungry
Yeah. That· is he were hu.ngry. As though he
were hungry. What kind of c1a~se
As (x3) thorl€h
What kind of clause
Ai (x2) Adverbial clause of manner.
Adverb clause of
Manner,

) he were

T.
S. ) he were

), he were hungry

s.
T.
S.
T.
S.
T.
S.

Manner. The conjunction ?
As

T. As
S. As though
T. As thouga



;rg
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Rxtract 157

T. Number 5 - . ... -~ -- .
S. The 'woUnded (x2) soldier lay down as if he

were deaf
ll.2 T. o.x, ?

S. As if he were dead
11.2 T. Is ?

S. As if he were dead.
11.3 T~ Is .What kind of clause ?- .' -

S. Adv~ ••.Adverbia1 clause of manner.
1.5 !. Adverb clause of manner.

Extract 158
T. O.k. Six
S. XX.

9~6 T. Say it again
S. The woman spoke as though.she were an American

2.1 T. Which part is the .adverb.clause of manner
S. As though she were an Americd-

1~5/2.1 T. As though she were an American. The con-
junction ?

S. As though_
1.5/2.1 T. As though. But is she an American?

S. No,
1.5/1.6 T. No, but the way she pronounces is like an

American

!xtract 15i

1.5/1.6

T. How did ~ teach (x3) .The answer will be what?
S. As if he were a teacher
T. Say loud
S. As if he were a teacher.
T. As if he were a teacher, correct. Can you askof using how? (x2) Biruk
S. How did he act ?
T. How did he act? Good. The answer will be
S. As tholl8hhe'were a doctor-
T. As though he were a doctor. So, fJ)DIa this 1V6understand (x2)·that the adver~ r1ause ofmanner answers the question 'how •

1.5/1.1/2.2

1.5/1~1/2.1



f '
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Rxtract 160

s.
Whichpart· do you think is' the main c.Lauae
and which one .Ls subordinate: clause
The student taught.main clause
Tho student taught,.very good.
As if he were a teacher subordinate elause .
As if he' were a teacher' subordinate clause or
adverb clause of manner. Very good

1.5/1.2 T.
S.

1~5/1.2 T.

Rxtract 162-
T. She is a/student (X2) Is this a sentence?

SSe Yes.
1.1/l~5/2.1 T. Yes. This is a sentence because (x2) it gives

SSe Meaning.
1.5/1.1 T. Meaning, yes. Be.ause it gives complete

meaning

Rxtract 16J

T. Does it give complete meaning if I say as if
he were a teacher? This part

SSe No
1.5 T. No

Bxtract 164

T. Which part is the main clause and which part
is the suboriinate clause?

S. Ayelech ate main clause. As though she were
hungry Bubordinate clause

1.Z!1.3/1.5 T. Very good. 'That's right. Ayelech ate this is
main clause. As though she were hwlgry sub-
ordinate clause

Bxtract 165

T. bo
S. Donchawrote main clallSe. As (x2) i~e were in

hurry subordinate clause
1.3/1.5 T. That's ri8ht •. Donchawrote that's main clause'.

As if he were in hurry that is subordinate clause.



,,
I
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Extract 166.
T. Last sentence. which part is the main c1al1se ?

S. The .nurae acts main clause •. As thoU8h he were
Q professional subordinate c1ause

. .

1.5 !. As though he -were..Q professional. that is
sl1bordinate c1ause·;
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